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Executive Summary
The historic relationship between retailers and their customers has changed dramatically this
decade. The mounting disappearance of many stores and whole chains testifies to the fact that
a growing number of retailers have failed to respond to a new set of customer expectations and
growing competition for share of wallet. The shakeout began long before the current economic
downturn. Driving it is the fact that customers have many more places to buy the same products:
an overabundance of retailers selling the same items from the same brands, a proliferation of
online retailers and online auction sites that have made a large and growing market for used goods.
The result: The traditional retailing model of being just a purveyor of national product brands is
failing to inspire the customer to purchase. Customers demand much more of the retailers they
choose to deal with—products and brands they can’t get anywhere else, the ability to shape those
products to meet their needs, and much different ways of interacting with the retailer, i.e., the
customer’s retail experience. Retailers that ignore this shift risk sliding into irrelevance with
obsolete models.
A few retailers have recognized this sea change. They have developed a new operating model to
differentiate themselves and deliver much greater value to their customers and shareholders. This
operating model has been used by a small number of retailers including PetSmart Inc., Aéropostale
Inc., Coach Inc., Trader Joe’s Co., Target Corp., and Apple Inc. Each has grown rapidly despite the
shakeout of retailers in its segments.
We call this operating model “acting vertical” for two reasons. First, these retailers realized the need
to become serious product innovators and not just merchants. They collaborate on the front end of
the supply chain, i.e., with their customers, and design and develop a number of compelling products
with their brands on them (or national brand exclusives), in some cases, everything they sell. But,
second, they aren’t manufacturing these products. On the other end of the supply chain, they are
working in a highly collaborative way with a smaller number of manufacturers. These retailers have
control over quality without owning manufacturing. Hence we call the operating model they employ
acting vertical.
A number of Act Vertical retailers are able to provide a unique offering by looking beyond products
to creating complementary services that have greatly improved their customers’ lifestyles and
generated a significant profit. These services generate much higher product sales because they help
customers satisfy their larger emotional needs, lifestyle demands and aspirations. Such services also
enable a retailer to gain a much richer understanding of its customers’ needs—insights it can use to
continually create new and compelling products and services.



Executive Summary
However, bringing unique and compelling products and services to market isn’t the only part of
the Act Vertical model. The Act Vertical retailers we studied also designed and executed engaging
customer experiences around their offerings: store, Web, catalog and other environments that
showcase their unique offerings and demonstrate their differences. By providing compelling
products and services through engaging customer experiences, the best Act Vertical retailers create
a virtuous circle that continually strengthens their bonds with customers. Some of the retailers we
studied (Apple, Recreational Equipment Inc. (REI) and Trader Joe’s among them) had turned their
customers into passionate advocates—people who not only liked shopping at those retailers but also
enjoyed congregating with one another in and outside the stores. In this way, these retailers had
created a “tribe” of people with common passions, values and aspirations.
So how were the Act Vertical retailers that we studied able to create and execute distinctive and
compelling offerings and customer experiences? Exactly what did they do to achieve superior
financial performance? First, they had a clear retail-brand strategy, a sharp articulation of their target
customers and the kind of offering and experience they would deliver to them. Second, these retailers
developed seven core capabilities that enabled them to deliver unique and compelling offerings and
customer experiences:
,;O`YSb`SaSO`QVbVObWRS\bW¿SRS[S`UW\UQcab][S`\SSRa
,>`]RcQbRSaWU\O\RRSdSZ]^[S\bbVObPOZO\QSRQ`SObWdWbgO\RQ][[S`QWOZO^^SOZ
,1]\ac[S`bSabW\UbVObaVO^SRbVS]TTS`W\UaO\RQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSa
,A]c`QW\U`SZObW]\aVW^abVObOQQSZS`ObSR[O\cTOQbc`W\UPcbOZa]RSZOgSRYSg^`]RcQbRSQWaW]\a
,/aa]`b[S\bOZZ]QObW]\O\R`S^ZS\WaV[S\bbVOb`O^WRZgaVWTbSR^`]RcQbab]^ZOQSa]TU`SObSab
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Despite their rapid and highly profitable growth, none of the retailers we studied had mastered all
seven Act Vertical components. In our view, this means considerable opportunities for retailers
that pursue an Act Vertical model, as well as for retailers that are already operating this way.
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Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
In March 2008, Kurt Salmon Associates (KSA) launched research that used quantitative and
qualitative methods to deeply explore the trend of vertical integration in retailing. On the quantitative
side, we conducted an extensive 28-question survey with 101 retailers (all of which were more than
$500 million in annual revenue). On the qualitative side, we conducted in-depth case studies on
10 retailers, eight of which came through on-site and phone interviews with a range of executives at
each retailer. The other two case studies came from extensive literature searches and discussions
with KSA subject-matter experts.
The following are our key findings:
4W\RW\U<](BVSaVOYS]cbW\CA`SbOWZS`aPSUO\Z]\UPST]`SbVS`SQSaaW]\]T &O\RWbeWZZ[]ab
ZWYSZgSfbS\RZ]\UOTbS`bVSSQ]\][g`SP]c\Ra The number of retail bankruptcies and mergers began
accelerating in 2002, long before the latest recession started. Stores have been especially vulnerable
given an excess of retail space in the United States (up 31% per capita over the last 25 years in the
54 biggest markets) and diminishing growth in sales per square foot at many retailers, even at
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. Despite the first annual drop in 20 years in occupied retail space, the retail
construction boom this decade has left the United States with too many stores competing for the
same customers. (See Chapter 3.)
4W\RW\U<] (BVSQ]`SR`WdS`]TbVS`SbOWZW\UaVOYS]cbWabVObbVSVWab]`WQ`SZObW]\aVW^PSbeSS\
`SbOWZS`aO\RbVSW`Qcab][S`aVOaQVO\USRR`O[ObWQOZZgbVWaRSQORS Our survey research indicates

that customers see an overabundance of retailers—both bricks-and-mortar and direct—selling too
many of the same product brands to consumers whose tastes are changing faster and thus demand
products that meet those needs. Furthermore, consumers are far less tolerant of unfruitful shopping
experiences, and they have a much better ability to avoid them. That is because they are increasingly
using the Internet to determine where to shop, whether or not they make the purchase online. As a
result, the traditional model of most retailers—largely, one of being purveyors of national product
brands and providing little information about and assistance with those products—is failing to
inspire many customers to shop with them. Today’s consumers demand much more of the retailers
they choose to deal with: products they can’t get anywhere else, the ability to shape those products to
meet their needs, more product information, and much different ways of interacting with the retailer,
i.e., the customer’s retail experience. Retailers that ignore this shift risk sliding into irrelevance with
obsolete models. (See Chapter 3.)
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Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
4W\RW\U<]!(B]b`gb]RWTTS`S\bWObSbVSW`^`]RcQbaO\RQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSa[O\g`SbOWZS`aVOdSPSS\
aSZZW\UOZO`US`\c[PS`]T^`WdObSZOPSZ]`SfQZcaWdSZgRWab`WPcbSRWbS[aOaeSZZOa^`]dWRW\U[]`Sab]`S
O\ReSPaWbSW\T]`[ObW]\]\eVObbVSgaSZZ6]eSdS`bVSaS`SbOWZS`aVOdSVOR[WfSRacQQSaa About
one-third of retailers we surveyed (36%) generated the majority of their revenue from products
unique to their chains. By 2013, 41% planned to generate the majority of revenue from their own
products. However, only a minority (43%) said they had been highly or very highly effective at
getting customers to embrace and purchase products that were unique to their chains. And less than
one-third (30%) said they were highly or very highly effective at helping store customers secure the
right products. Even fewer (20%) said their websites were highly effective at this game. (See Chapter 3.)
4W\RW\U<]"(/[W\]`Wbg]T`SbOWZS`aVOdSacQQSaaTcZZgW\b`]RcQSRRWabW\QbWdS^`]RcQbaO\RVOdSS\X]gSR
VcUSacQQSaa Retailers such as PetSmart, Aéropostale, Coach, Trader Joe’s and Target realized the

need to become serious product innovators and not just merchants of national product brands or
sellers of their own knockoffs. They collaborate on the front end of the supply chain, i.e., with their
customers, and design and develop a number of compelling products with their brands on them,
in some cases, everything they sell. But they aren’t manufacturing these products. On the other
end of the supply chain, they are working in a highly collaborative way with a smaller number of
manufacturers. They have control over quality without owning manufacturing. (See Chapter 3.)
4W\RW\U<]#(0SaWRSaRSdSZ]^W\UbVSW`]e\Q][^SZZW\U^`]RcQbaa][S`SbOWZS`aeS\bPSg]\R^`]RcQba
b]^`]dWRSOc\W_cS]TTS`W\UQ`SObW\UQ][^ZS[S\bO`gaS`dWQSabVObU`SObZgW[^`]dSRbVSW`Qcab][S`a¸
ZWTSabgZSaO\RUS\S`ObSROaWU\W¿QO\b^`]¿b Retailers, such as PetSmart and Best Buy Co. Inc., that

have been offering more of their own products also moved aggressively into selling their own services.
These services generated much higher product sales because they help customers satisfy their larger
emotional needs, lifestyle demands and aspirations. Such services also enabled these retailers to gain
a much richer understanding of their customers’ needs—insights they can use to continually create
new and compelling products and services. (See Chapter 3.)
4W\RW\U<]$(BVS`SbOWZS`abVObeS`SbVS[]abacQQSaaTcZW\Q][^SbW\U]\bVSPOaWa]Tc\W_cSO\R
Q][^SZZW\U]TTS`W\UaOZa]RSaWU\SRO\RSfSQcbSRS\UOUW\UQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSa They had store,

Web, catalog and other environments that showcased their unique offerings, demonstrated their
differences and made a greater emotional connection with customers. By providing compelling
products and services through engaging customer experiences, these retailers created a virtuous
circle that continually strengthened their bonds with customers. We refer to this strategy as Act
Vertical. Retailers that use an Act Vertical approach create not only distinctive offerings, but they
also deliver distinctive customer experiences that make their offerings even more compelling.
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Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
Several Act Vertical retailers (Apple, REI, PetSmart and Trader Joe’s among them) created truly
engaging customer experiences that have set them apart from competitors. They have turned their
customers into passionate advocates—people who not only liked shopping at those retailers but also
enjoyed congregating with one another in and outside the stores. In this way, these retailers had
created a tribe of people with common passions, values and aspirations. (See Chapter 4.)
4W\RW\U<]%(BVSOPWZWbg]T/QbDS`bWQOZ`SbOWZS`ab]Q`SObSO\RSfSQcbSRWabW\QbWdSO\RQ][^SZZW\U
]TTS`W\UaO\RQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSa`S_cW`SaOOQZSO``SbOWZP`O\Rab`ObSUgbVObWaOZWU\SR
eWbVWba]^S`ObW\Uab`ObSUgbVS]TTS`W\UO\RQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSb]RSZWdS`O\RPaSdS\Q]`S
QO^OPWZWbWSa( market research that identified emerging customer needs; product design and

development that balanced creativity and commercial appeal; consumer testing that shaped the
offerings and customer experiences; sourcing relationships that accelerated manufacturing but
also delayed key product decisions; assortment, allocation and replenishment that rapidly shifted
products to places of greatest demand and maximized pricing; design and execution of an engaging
and consistent brand experience across all channels; and marketing that communicates the brand
promise across all channels, and showcases how the retailer’s offering and experiences enhance
customers’ lifestyle. (See Chapter 5.)
4W\RW\U<]&(=dS`bVSZOabgSO`a/QbDS`bWQOZ`SbOWZS`aaWU\W¿QO\bZg]cb^S`T]`[SR`SbOWZS`abVObeS`S
c\acQQSaaTcZObbVWaUO[S]\O\c[PS`]TYSg[SOac`Sa]T^S`T]`[O\QS( revenue increases, operating
profit margins, gross margins, same-store sales, sell-through rates, inventory turns and inventory
return on assets, among others. (See Chapter 3.)

Despite their rapid and highly profitable growth, none of the retailers we studied had mastered all
seven Act Vertical components. In our view, this means considerable opportunities for retailers that
pursue this emerging trend, as well as for retailers that are already operating this way. We believe all
retailers—from apparel to convenience stores—will have to adopt an Act Vertical operating model
to some degree over the next few years to differentiate themselves in a retailing landscape of moredemanding customers and fiercer competition.
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Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
BVS3d]ZcbW]\]TDS`bWQOZ7\bSU`ObW]\W\@SbOWZW\U
This decade has been a tumultuous one for numerous retailers, and many have sought much greater
differentiation in their product offerings. Some retailers began shifting from selling mostly national
product brands to a model in which they design and brand their own products, controlling the entire
value chain, from manufacturing to retail distribution. It is a model that fueled the ascent of Gap in
the early 1980s, when a new CEO, Millard “Mickey” Drexler, began refashioning a merchant of Levi’s
jeans into a retailer that would sell only one brand of a broader line of products: its own. Over the
next 20 years (1983 to 2003), Gap’s revenue soared more than 30-fold to nearly $16 billion, before
flattening out the last five years.
Today, many retailers control the value chain from concept to consumer—creating, commercializing
and retailing their own products. This model has spread to every retail segment. From convenience
stores and mass merchandisers to department stores and grocery chains, retailers have adopted
vertical models to attract shoppers to their channels. One gauge of this is the rapid increase in
private-label sales. Private-label sales in U.S. grocery stores are now about 18% of total revenue,
and growing nearly 10% annually, according to Nielsen Media Research. Drug stores generate
13% of revenue from private labels, and that number is growing 15% a year. And although private
label accounts for only 1.5% of convenience-store sales, it has been climbing 18% annually. Even
manufacturers like Apple, Nike, and Coach have backed into retailing, becoming vertical players
in reverse.
But is it working? Do retailers that create and brand many of the products they sell have a substantial
edge against retailers that don’t? If so, which retailers are winning with such strategies? By how
much are they winning—that is, how much are they outperforming their competitors and on what
measures? And most importantly, what separates them from the retailers that have struggled with
their own vertical integration strategies? What can retailers in every sector learn from the retailers
that have been the best at vertical integration?
Before looking at this, we first explore the factors that have been driving an increasing number
of retailers to sell more of their own products.

$

Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
BVS2SQORS:]\UAVOYS]cbW\@SbOWZW\U
It would not be hyperbole to say that over the last decade, retailing in North America has become a
brutal business. Statistics paint a bleak picture for today’s retailing environment, yet it is one that
began long before the recession of 2008.
While the headlines in recent months have been filled with the bankruptcy announcements of such
retailers as Circuit City, Mervyns, Boscov’s, and Linens ‘n Things, the number of retail bankruptcies
has been increasing steadily since 2002. (See Exhibit 2-1.) Financial pressure has forced many more
retailers into the arms of other retailers. The number of merger and acquisition closings among U.S.
retailers also increased between 2002 and 2007. (See Exhibit 2-2.)
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The statistics on new retail space also reflect the retail slump. After building 1 billion square feet of
new retail space from 2000 to 2008, the construction of new space in America’s 54 largest markets
was expected to plunge 40% in 2009 vs. 2008.1 And retail construction in 2010 is projected to fall
another 34% from 2009. In 2008, for the first time in nearly 20 years, the amount of occupied retail
space in these same markets fell by 1.2 million square feet, after increasing about 61 million square
feet in 2007.

&

Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
Apparently, there are far too many stores and not enough customers. Over the last 25 years, the amount
of retail space per capita in the biggest U.S. markets has climbed 31%.2 Driving greater sales growth
from stores has become difficult for many U.S. retailers, even for the world’s largest, Wal-Mart. Since
2005, the company’s sales per square foot in the United States—$423 in 2007—have essentially been
flat (not including 2008 data). (See Exhibit 2-3.) Wal-Mart’s U.S. store sales had increased 5% to 6%
annually from 2000 to 2002, but rose only 1.9% in 2006 and 1% in 2007.
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Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
In light of such statistics, stock market investors have been sour on publicly held U.S. retailers as
a sector. Since the end of 2004, the stock performance of U.S. retailers has trailed that of the largest
500 U.S. stocks, with the gap widening significantly at the beginning of 2006. (See Exhibit 2-4.)
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According to KSA’s analysis of 225 publicly held U.S. retailers, the precarious retail environment can
also be seen in the lackluster financial results of the majority of these companies in the last 10 years.
About 60% could generate only single-digit increases in average annual revenue and profit between
1998 and 2007, including 15% whose average yearly profit declined. In fact, 27% saw profits fall in
2007 vs. 2006.
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A];O\g@SbOWZS`aA]:WbbZS2WTTS`S\bWObW]\
The accelerating shakeout signifies how difficult it has become for retailers to differentiate themselves
in the minds of customers. In fact, we believe two factors more than any others are responsible for the
growing shakeout, particularly for the demise or contraction of many store-based retailers:
/\]dS`OPc\RO\QS]Tc\RWTTS`S\bWObSR`SbOWZS`a The cutback in new retail construction, the decrease
in retail sales per square foot, and the decline in occupied retail space in the major metropolitan
markets all are signs of too many stores vying for consumers’ tightened purses and wallets. But keep
in mind that stores and catalogs are not the only way to sell retail products. Store and catalog retailers
didn’t have to compete against Internet retailers until 1993, when firms like Amazon.com Inc. were
launched. Online retail sales in 2007 reached $136 billion, accounting for 3.4% of all U.S. retail sales,
according to the Census Bureau. Internet retailers like Amazon (2007 revenue of about $15 billion)
have cut into the retail pie once controlled by chain stores and catalog retailers. Additionally, retailers
today must compete against garage sales that the Internet has made global in nature. Internet
auction firms like eBay have created a robust national and global market for used products. In 2007,
an estimated $26 billion in goods were sold on eBay alone in the United States. Assuming that every
dollar spent on eBay to buy a used good took away, say, $3 from the purchase of a new good at a
retailer, that would mean one online auction house (albeit the largest) had taken about 2% of the
U.S. retail pie in 2007 (about $80 billion out of $4 trillion). Whether or not the estimate is on target,
the impact of online auction houses on retailers cannot be ignored.
1]\ac[S`aeV]O`STO`ZSaab]ZS`O\b]Tc\T`cWbTcZaV]^^W\USf^S`WS\QSa´O\R[cQVPSbbS`OPZSb]
Od]WRbVS[ Numerous studies show that consumers have less time to shop and enjoy shopping

less and less. One study of U.S. apparel shoppers in 2007 found only 34% shopping monthly,
compared with 46% in 2006.3 A U.S. government study in 2007 found that more U.S. consumers
viewed shopping as something they “just have to do” (48%) vs. something they enjoy (42%).4 More
importantly, because of the Internet, consumers today have far greater ability to spare themselves
of disappointing shopping experiences, e.g., after trekking to stores, coming up empty or settling for
less (i.e., paying a higher price or choosing a product that doesn’t fully meet their needs). Every day,
15% of Americans go online to research products. In fact, the clear majority of Internet users (81%)
have used the Web to research products before they buy them. A Shop.org study found that 55% of
Americans with Internet access at work (73 million people) were planning to shop online for the
2008 holiday, up 45% from three years earlier.5 Another study estimated that by 2011 40% of all
offline retail sales in the United States will be influenced by consumers conducting research online
beforehand.6 By lowering the cost of gathering product information, the Web has dramatically
reduced consumers’ transaction costs of shopping.
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In turn, lower shopping transaction costs mean consumers can be far more directed in their shopping
and weed out unnecessary trips to the store. We believe this, too, has contributed to the decline in
stores’ sales productivity.
The growing commoditization of retailing and increasing power of consumers to make shopping
more efficient spell danger for retailers that lack very special reasons to shop with them, i.e.,
compelling products and distinctive shopping experiences that cannot be found at other retailers.
2`WdS`a]TC\W_cS>`]RcQbaO\R;]`S3\UOUW\U1cab][S`3f^S`WS\QSa
While we have our own views about what has forced retailers to better differentiate their offerings
and customer experiences, we wanted to hear what retail executives felt were the most important
factors. In our survey, we asked executives to rate the importance of 20 factors that have driven many
retailers over the last 10 years to increase the number of differentiating products they sell, as well as
to provide more-engaging consumer experiences.
The highest-rated factor behind many retailers selling a greater number of differentiated products
was consumers’ greater ability to get the same products from many retailers. (See Exhibit 2-5.) The
second and fourth most highly rated factors were about faster changes in consumer tastes. The third
most highly rated factor was consumers’ ability to get the same product over the Internet from many
online retailers.
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Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
What’s driven some retailers to invest in higher-touch and more-engaging customer experiences?
(Note: In the survey questionnaire, we defined higher-touch and more-engaging customer
experiences as those providing “greater assistance in helping consumers select and use products or
in other ways form stronger relationships with the retailer.”) Two of the three highest-rated factors
were Internet-related. Consumer use of the Internet for product research and comparison shopping
was rated more important on average than the other nine factors we provided. (See Exhibit 2-6.)
If the same products can be purchased from many more retailers, then retailers must differentiate
themselves on another basis: customers’ experience in dealing with them. The third most highly
rated factor was consumers using the Internet to share their experiences with other consumers
about retailers and the products they sell. Respondents rated generational differences in the way
consumers shop as the second most important factor driving improvement of retailers’ customer
experience. The fourth most important factor was increasing service expectations driven by
improvements in other service businesses. And the fifth was consumers’ need for self-identity,
to associate with a retail or product brand.
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With these forces of change in mind, we asked survey respondents about the effectiveness of
54 approaches to improving a retailer’s financial performance. We did so by asking them to rate
the effectiveness of the approaches they may have implemented over the last 10 years, providing
a 5-point scale. We grouped these improvement initiatives into seven areas:
,>`]RcQb`SZObSR(OQQSZS`ObW\U\Se^`]RcQbW\b`]RcQbW]\aW\Q`SOaW\UbVS\c[PS`]Tab]`S
P`O\RaSbQ
,0`O\RSf^S`WS\QS(W[^`]dW\UbVSeSPaWbSO\RQObOZ]UaQ`SObW\UPSbbS`W\bSU`ObSRO\R^`SO\R
^]abaOZSaQcab][S`aS`dWQSSbQ
,:Oc\QVW\U\Se`SbOWZP`O\Ra(Q`SObW\U\Se`SbOWZQ]\QS^baO\RP`W\UW\UbVS[b][O`YSb
,Ab]`Sa(W\Q`SOaW\UbVS\c[PS`]Tab]`SaW\Q`SOaW\U]`RSQ`SOaW\Uab]`SZOP]`W\Q`SOaW\Uab]`S
b`OW\W\USbQ
,BSQV\]Z]Ug(eSPaWbSO\R]\ZW\S[O`YSbW\Uac^^ZgQVOW\bSQV\]Z]Ug[O`YR]e\a]TbeO`S
O\RaSdS\]bVS`QObSU]`WSa]TbSQV\]Z]UgW\dSab[S\ba
,<]\ab]`S]^S`ObW]\a(W[^`]dS[S\baW\^ZO\\W\U[O`YSbW\Uac^^ZgQVOW\SbQ
,;SOac`S[S\b(\Se[Sb`WQaT]`W\RWdWRcOZ^S`T]`[O\QSac^^ZWS`^S`T]`[O\QSQcab][S`
dOZcSSbQ

As a whole, these retailers do not see each improvement technique as a driver of strong performance.
The technique with the highest average rating—creating better in-stock positions in stores—
commanded only a 3.85 on our scale of 1 to 5. (Note: A “4” equaled “highly effective.”) The second
highest was increasing the number of store brands. Tying for third were making better and more
consistent in-store consumer experiences (better store design, displays, sales clerk training, etc.)
and making improvements to store processes. In all, 16 improvement approaches received average
ratings of between 3.50 and 3.85, i.e., more than moderately effective but not highly effective (and
nowhere near being viewed as “very highly effective”). We refer to these as the first tier of retail
improvement approaches. As a whole, nine of the 16 first-tier approaches centered on store or
product improvements. (See Exhibit 2-7.)
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Key Findings and Today’s Challenges
The ratings of these 54 improvement approaches do not negate their merit. We suspect that many
retailers see each approach as important at a point in time but perhaps limited in impact over an
extended period. Other data show that combining some of these approaches appears to have bigger
benefits than implementing them piecemeal.
The effectiveness ratings may also reflect less on the viability of each improvement technique and
more on the ability of retailers to execute them well. Nonetheless, these findings indicate that the
retailers we surveyed did not find a silver bullet to generating superior performance over the last
10 years. In particular, the survey respondents’ answers showed that four strategies that we’ve seen
as among the most popular ones over the last decade were not panaceas:
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How Retailers Are Faring at Creating Unique Products
and Engaging Experiences
To give consumers additional reasons for visiting their stores, websites and catalogs, many retailers
have made substantial investments in differentiating their offerings and customer experiences.
Across many retail sectors the importance of private-label products is clear. More than one-third of
the 101 retailers we surveyed (36%) were generating more than 50% of their sales from private-label
and exclusive brands. They also intend to increase it over the next five years.
We gathered this trend data by first asking respondents to indicate the revenue they would
generate in 2008 from private-label and exclusive products by choosing from a range of responses
(e.g., 0%-10%, 11%-20%, etc.).
We refer to the group of retailers for which private-label and exclusive products are more than 50% of
revenue today as being “highly unique” in products. A nearly equal percentage of respondents (37%)
were “minimally unique” in products, generating 20% or less of total revenue from private-label and
exclusive brands. The remainder (27%) generated from 21% to 50% of revenue from unique products,
a group we refer to as “moderately unique” in products.
To understand the overall direction retailers planned to go with such unique offerings—whether
they planned to sell more or less of them—we also asked respondents to project the percentage of
revenue from unique products in five years (by the year 2013). The answer was clear: Overall, they
planned to increase their percentage of revenue from unique offerings. The percentage of retailers
that are highly unique in products is projected to grow from 36% to 41% in five years. The percentage
of retailers that were moderately unique is projected to grow from 27% to 34%. And the percentage of
retailers that are minimally unique will shrink from 37% to 25%.
>S`QS\bOUS]TC\W_cS>`]RcQb@SdS\cSDO`WSa5`SObZgPg@SbOWZASQb]`
The percentages of revenue from unique products across our entire survey group—now and in five
years—mask some substantial differences by retail sector. For example, apparel retailers generate
a much higher percentage of revenue from unique products than do mass merchants, grocery stores
and department store chains. More than two-thirds (69%) of the apparel chains (including shoe
stores) that we surveyed were highly unique in products, while only 6% of a category that included
mass merchants, superstores and grocers drove more than 50% of their revenue from unique
products. Half this group was minimally unique, and 44% were moderately unique. Only 10% of the
department store chains we surveyed were highly unique. Some 70% of the department stores were
moderately unique, while only 20% were minimally unique.



How Retailers Are Faring
Three times the number of department stores (a retail sector whose share of the total retail pie in the
United States has shrunk in half from 12% in 1995) say they’ll generate more than 50% of revenue
from unique products by 2013—30% vs. 10% today, from our sample.
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In addition to quantifying the degree to which retailers’ offerings were unique to their chains, we also
sought to assess the experiences they provided their customers, especially the amount of information
and guidance they provided about their offerings. To be sure, we weren’t scientific about this. We
did not poll their customers about their experience with these retailers, nor did we ask retailers to
complete an extensive checklist with dozens of attributes on the retail experience. Instead, we asked
these retailers to rate the customer experience they provided in five critical areas:
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The responses to these questions told us a lot: most retailers’ websites today provide higher degrees
of product information than provided in the stores themselves. However, retailers’ websites and call
centers provide much less product usage information to customers after they purchase products. More
than half the respondents (53%) said their websites provided high or very high degrees of information
on their products that helped customers determine whether to purchase them. A smaller number of
respondents (43%) said their stores provided high or very high degrees of product information. But
only 16% said their websites and call centers provided information on product usage after a customer
purchased the goods.
Engaging strongly with customers outside the purchase transaction also appears to be the
exception rather than the rule. Half the respondents said they had no or low degrees of customer
engagement outside of purchase transactions, and only 17% had high or very high degrees of such
customer engagement.
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How Retailers Are Faring
Judging from the survey responses, customers were likely to get much higher levels of guidance on
products from department store websites (80% of them said they provided high or very high degrees
of product information on their websites) than from stores in other retail sectors. Surprisingly,
department stores were less likely to provide high or very high degrees of in-store guidance than
apparel retailers: 37% of the apparel retailers said they did so vs. 30% of the department stores.
However, all three sector groupings were low on the brand engagement dimension. No more than
20% in all scored themselves as providing high or very high degrees of customer engagement outside
of purchase transactions.
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Despite these low measures of customer experience, the retailers we surveyed said they would
improve it by 2013. Across all retail segments, 76% of the respondents said their chains would provide
high or very high degrees of in-store guidance on their products, compared with 43% in 2008.
More than twice the number of respondents planned to provide high or very high degrees of brand
engagement by 2013, 38% vs. 17% in 2008. About half the department stores and apparel retailers said
they would have high or very high degrees of brand engagement by 2013, while less than one-quarter
(22%) of the retailers in the mass merchants, superstore and grocery sector said so.
;]ab@SbOWZS`a/`S<]b6WUVZg3TTSQbWdSOb1`SObW\U1][^SZZW\U>`]RcQbaO\R
3\UOUW\U3f^S`WS\QSa
In addition to surveying retailers about the revenue they generated from products unique to their
chains and the degree of customer information, experience and engagement they provided, we
asked them how effective they were at creating unique products and better experiences. Unique
products are not necessarily successful products. Likewise, higher levels of customer guidance and
engagement are not necessarily more effective. Furthermore, even retailers that are effective at one
of the two are often not effective at both.
We asked them to rate their effectiveness on four counts over the last five years—one about their
success with product innovation and the other three about the effectiveness of the customer
experience at:
,7\b`]RcQW\Uc\W_cS^`]RcQbabVObQ]\ac[S`aS[P`OQSO\RPcg
,>`]dWRW\UVWUVb]cQVSf^S`WS\QSaW\bVSab]`SabVObVSZ^Qcab][S`aQV]]aSbVS`WUVb^`]RcQba
O\R]`bOWZ]`^`]RcQbab]bVSW`\SSRaO\R]`c\RS`abO\RV]eb]caSbVS[
,>`]dWRW\UVWUVb]cQVSf^S`WS\QSa]\bVSW`eSPaWbSabVObVSZ^Qcab][S`aQV]]aSbVS`WUVb
^`]RcQbaO\R]`bOWZ]`^`]RcQbab]bVSW`\SSRaO\R]`c\RS`abO\RV]eb]caSbVS[
,>`]dWRW\UO\S\UOUW\UQ]\ac[S`Sf^S`WS\QSeWbVbVSW``SbOWZP`O\R]cbaWRS]TbVS
^c`QVOaSb`O\aOQbW]\

On all four measures, the majority of retailers said they were not highly or very highly effective. More
claimed high or very high effectiveness at introducing unique and compelling products (43%) than
claimed success at the three measures of customer experience. Less than one-third (30%) said they
were highly or very effective at high-touch store experiences, and only one-fifth (20%) said their
websites provided high-touch experiences. Even fewer (16%) said they provided engaging consumer
experiences outside of any purchase transactions.
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How Retailers Are Faring
The number of retailers that were highly or very highly effective at both creating successful new
products and store experiences was even smaller: only 15%. In subsequent mention, we will refer to
this group as the “Leaders.” (See Exhibit 3-4.) At the other end of the spectrum, 11% had no or very low
effectiveness in both creating new-product successes and providing high-touch store experiences.
We will refer to this group as the “Laggards.” Comparing the way the Leaders and Laggards answered
many other survey questions helps explain their differences. The vast majority of retailers (some
74%) were in between these extremes, highly or very highly effective on one but not both dimensions
or moderately effective at both.
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From our survey research, we found that retailers that were superior at creating unique and
compelling products and having strong customer experiences (especially in the store) had
significantly outperformed other retailers between 1998 and 2007 on all of the 14 key financial
and operating measures we surveyed, including:
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The full results—as well as the average result for all survey respondents, including Leaders and
Laggards—can be seen in Exhibit 3-5.
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How Retailers Are Faring
In our case study research, we found similar outstanding financial performance over an extended
period of time at a number of retailers: Aéropostale, PetSmart, Coach, Trader Joe’s, Apple and
Target. All carry a significant amount of unique and compelling products, and all provide a distinct
customer experience (at least in their stores). Their success over the last 10 years is inarguable.
(See Exhibit 3-6.)
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What’s behind the success of these retailers? Why have they outperformed their sectors during
good economic times and bad? These retailers act vertically. What do we mean? The term “vertical
retailing” has been applied to retailers starting with Gap in the 1980s that reached back into the
value chain to design and manufacture their own products. But the most successful retailers that
we studied were not only great at bringing their own compelling offerings to market. They also
designed highly engaging customer experiences—store, Web and other interactions that helped
consumers get even more value from their unique offerings.
The retailers we studied design many of their own products (and in some cases, all of them). But they
are loath to own manufacturing plants because they become heavy and risky capital investments.
Thus, an Act Vertical retailer is deeply involved in product design and development. But it isn’t totally
vertical in that it is vertical integration without ownership of manufacturing resources.
We also use the term Act Vertical to refer to vertical integration on the other end of the retail supply
chain: with consumers. One way these retailers create unique products that, more often than not,
have significant customer appeal is that they are far better connected to their target customers than
their competitors. The most successful retailers employ more extensive research techniques, formal
and informal, that enable them to better understand their customers’ current and evolving needs.
But these retailers also do something else better than their competitors: They use their design
capabilities and understanding of consumers to create experiences (today, primarily in their stores)
that are carefully tuned to their target audience. They appear to pay as much attention to experience
design as they do product design. That results in being superior at providing an experience that
showcases the differences in their unique offerings, engages customers and enhances their lifestyles.
For some of the retailers, such as Aéropostale, Coach and Apple, Act Vertical is their dominant
strategy: They design all or the vast majority of their products. For the others, Act Vertical is a key
strategy in their success but not the only strategy. Along with selling many of their own products, they
are major purveyors of national product brands. These retailers include Walgreens, PetSmart, and
Target. They derived a good portion of their revenue from national product brands, i.e., products that
weren’t unique to their chains. Yet distinctive products and customer experiences were also critical
to their success over the last decade. In fact, we believe the products and customer experiences
that made them distinctive played an outsized role in their success. Their Act Vertical strategies
sufficiently differentiated them from their competitors and gave customers a special reason to visit
their stores, websites and catalogs.
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One way to understand how retailers succeed at Act Vertical strategies is to define the world of
retailing in two dimensions: product and/or service offering uniqueness and customer experience
(see Exhibit 3-7):
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Retailers that use an Act Vertical approach often have a significant percentage of their products and
customer experiences in the upper-right of this model. But even if a minority of their products and
experiences are in the upper-right box, they can still cast a large halo over their brand. That is, most
of their offerings and customer experiences might not be distinct, but enough of them are to make
the retailer as a whole significantly different in the minds of customers. A very good example here
is Target. The $63 billion (FY 2008 revenue) retailer has enough in-house or exclusively designed
products with cachet that make it appear a much different discounter than Wal-Mart, Dollar General
or superstores, and its store experience is slightly more upscale as well.
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How can retailers that excel at Act Vertical strategies outperform their competitors financially?
By providing special offerings and special experiences, they appeal to customers on a far different
basis than on low prices and high convenience. That is the primary way to win in the lower-left box
of the matrix. (See Exhibit 3-8.) Successful retailers in the lower-left quadrant (Wal-Mart is the
case in point here) sell largely ubiquitous products: national product brands that can be purchased
from many retailers or knockoffs of those brands. They also offer a highly efficient customer
purchase transaction experience (meaning, little customer handholding). From the customer’s
standpoint, that streamlined customer experience means one of high efficiency in getting in and
out of the store quickly. It also means having the products they want in stock, a competitive advantage
that Wal-Mart’s vaunted replenishment systems have produced for years. But from the retailer’s
standpoint, streamlined means high efficiency in delivering its products. That requires (among
numerous things) stripping out as much store labor as possible, which of course means a lower-touch
and less-engaging customer experience.
Retailers in the lower-left quadrant can also compete on the basis of convenience. That is, they
largely sell products other retailers sell but their locations make them much more accessible to
consumers. Of course, this is the basis of competition for the convenience store sector. Nearly every
product in convenience stores can be found at discounters for much lower prices. But convenience
store customers are sacrificing price for time.
Retailers can also compete in the upper-left quadrant, selling products that other retailers sell
(and, perhaps, creating better assortments), but differentiating themselves largely on a much more
enriched and engaging customer experience. Many luxury department store chains operate on this
basis: Saks Fifth Avenue, Barneys New York and Neiman Marcus, to name a few.
In our case studies, we found many retailers that embarked on Act Vertical strategies in order to
escape the price competition, which they decided they couldn’t win. (Note: They may have not
referred to them as Act Vertical strategies, but nonetheless they employed them.) In effect, retailers
such as PetSmart, Target, Best Buy, Trader Joe’s, Walgreens and others moved more of their product
and experience portfolio to the upper-right to escape the gravitational pull of the price discounters
(Wal-Mart, Costco and other superstores). Without highly unique and compelling products (and
services as well) and without differentiating the customer experience, their customers would
rightfully have departed for lower-cost options.
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Retailers that compete in the lower-right quadrant have products and services that no other retailers
stock but offer a customer experience that is more transactional than engaging in nature. Companies
that come to mind here include Radio Shack, Spencer Gifts and Sharper Image.
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One only has to look at Wal-Mart’s rising share of general merchandise and grocery sales in the
United States to see the power of the discounters. Between 1995 and 2006, Wal-Mart’s percentage
of all U.S. retail sales of general merchandise and groceries has more than doubled from about 9%
to 20%. (See Exhibit 3-9.)
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We did not structure this research to analyze any one retail segment such as department stores,
convenience stores or apparel. Nonetheless, we believe the struggles of the department store sector
can be better explained when looking at retail competition through this lens. Our data shows that
the average U.S. department store is not highly distinctive on the product or experience dimension.
Only 10% of the ones we surveyed generated more than 50% of their revenue from private-label
or exclusive products. (In contrast, some 69% of the apparel retailers, a major department store
category, yielded more than 50% of their revenue from unique products.) And only 30% of the
department store companies provided high or very high degrees of information to help store
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customers determine what to purchase. That is a lower percentage than the apparel retailers (37%).
Perhaps department store chains need to create a higher percentage of unique and compelling
products or improve the customer experience (especially in the store)—or both.
This might help explain why the U.S. department store sector has watched its share of the total
U.S. retail pie decline by more than half since 1992. (See Exhibit 3-10.)
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It is clear that an Act Vertical model can propel a retailer to superior customer and financial
performance. In the next section, we’ll explore how the Act Vertical retailers that we studied
were able to bring a steady stream of innovative and compelling offerings to market, as well
as create an engaging customer experience.
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Key Success Factors of Leading Act Vertical Retailers:
Synchronizing Brand Strategy and Operations Strategy
It is clear to us that retailers which brought a steady stream of unique and compelling products
to market over the last decade (whether their own brands or exclusive distribution of national
product brands) as well as a distinctive customer experience have generally outperformed
their competition. That is, the Act Vertical approach, as we refer to it, has been fundamental to
their success.
But as important as establishing a link between retailing success and Act Vertical is shedding
light on exactly how those retailers were able to bring distinctive and compelling offerings and
customer experiences to market. What did these retailers do that other less-successful retailers
did not do? What are the key success factors of Act Vertical strategies?
To explore this issue, we gathered extensive data from four primary sources:
,1]\ab`cQbW\U]c`ac`dSgW\OeOgbVObZSbcaQ][^O`SO\RQ]\b`OabbVS $`SbOWZS`abVOb
eSQObSU]`WhSROa/QbDS`bWQOZ:SORS`aO\R:OUUO`RaESaOeaWU\W¿QO\bRWTTS`S\QSaW\
bVSSTTSQbWdS\Saa]T[O\g]TbVSW`O^^`]OQVSab]^`]RcQbRSdSZ]^[S\bab]`S]^S`ObW]\a
a]c`QW\URWab`WPcbW]\eSPaWbSO\R]\ZW\S[O`YSbW\U[O`YSbW\UOaOeV]ZSO\R]bVS`YSg
Oa^SQba]T`SbOWZW\U
,7\bS`dWSeW\U[]`SbVO\!SfSQcbWdSaOb`SbOWZS`aT`][OdO`WSbg]T`SbOWZaSQb]`aT`][
U`]QS`gO\RRWaQ]c\b[S`QVO\RWaS`ab]O^^O`SZ`SbOWZS`aO\R^Sbab]`SaBVWaU`]c^W\QZcRSR
P]bV`SbOWZS`abVObVORO\RVOR\]bPSS\acQQSaaTcZOb/QbDS`bWQOZab`ObSUWSa
,1]\RcQbW\USfbS\aWdSaSQ]\RO`g`SaSO`QV]\`SbOWZS`aO\RbVSW`/QbDS`bWQOZab`ObSUWSa
W\QZcRW\U^`SaaW\bS`dWSeaO\R^cPZWQZgOdOWZOPZS¿\O\QWOZabObS[S\ba9?O\\cOZ
`S^]`ba^`Saa`SZSOaSaW\dSab]`^`SaS\bObW]\aSbQ
,7\bS`\OZW\bS`dWSea]T\c[S`]ca9A/Q]\acZbO\baeWbVVc\R`SRa]TgSO`a]TQ]ZZSQbWdS
Sf^S`WS\QSW\e]`YW\UeWbV[O\g]TbVSe]`ZR¸aZSORW\U`SbOWZS`a]dS`bVSZOab!gSO`a]\
]^S`ObW]\aO\RP`O\Rab`ObSUg

Our findings are wide-ranging but can be summarized thusly:
@SbOWZS`abVObeO\bb]SfQSZOb/QbDS`bWQOZ[cabbVW\YOP]cbdS`bWQOZ`SbOWZW\UW\OeV]ZS\SeeOg

An Act Vertical approach requires thinking about what categories of products would—and would
not—distinguish a retailer, as well as how to differentiate those offerings. In addition, excelling at Act
Vertical demands thinking about exclusive distribution of national brands and, as important, what
services customers might pay for that would strengthen overall brand engagement. For example,
PetSmart’s turnaround over the last 10 years to a significant degree has been due to adding pet
grooming, veterinary clinics, training and pet hotels. All of these are services—not products. Act
Vertical also demands new mindsets for manufacturers that have entered the retail business
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(like Nike, Coach, Apple and others have done for some time) or are considering going into retail.
Act Vertical is not just about displaying their merchandise at high-profile locations or on the Web.
It requires manufacturers to put as much care into designing the customer experience as it does into
designing their products—from their marketing campaigns and websites to the store experience and
their interactions with customers outside those sales channels.
@SbOWZS`aeWbVbVS[]abacQQSaaTcZ/QbDS`bWQOZab`ObSUWSa[OYSac`SbVSW``SbOWZP`O\Rab`ObSUgWa
W\ag\QVeWbVbVSW`]^S`ObW]\aab`ObSUg By operations strategy, we mean how a retailer defines its

offering and customer experience and how it then brings them to market. A number of the struggling
retailers we studied did not have a clear idea of their target customers. In one case, a retailer had two
sets of customers, neither of which wanted to be associated with the other in the use of its products.
Other struggling retailers had clearly defined their target customers but had offerings that weren’t
compelling or provided customer experiences that eroded their brand identity. For example, one
retailer relied heavily on coupons to stay price-competitive with the discount chains; however, its
customers had to calculate the savings to see that the retailer was price-competitive. To create a
successful Act Vertical strategy, a retailer must first clearly define its target customers and value
proposition, ensuring its product and service offerings and experience reinforce those fundamentals.
!/QbDS`bWQOZeWZZPSOQ`WbWQOZab`ObSUgT]`OZZ`SbOWZS`aOQ`]aaOZZ`SbOWZaSQb]`a´SdS\bV]aSQ][^SbW\U
ZO`USZg]\bVSPOaWa]T^`WQSO\RQ]\dS\WS\QSb]ROg The reason: As the Internet increasingly gives
consumers the tools for easily identifying the lowest-cost option, retailers that do not increase their
number of distinctive products and enhance their customer experiences will lose share. All to say that
the issue for retailers is not whether they need to employ an Act Vertical strategy for some percentage
of their offering but on how much and which parts of it.
"BVS`SO`SaSdS\QO^OPWZWbWSaO`SbOWZS`[cabcZbW[ObSZg[OabS`b]bV`WdSOb/QbDS`bWQOZ These
capabilities encompass the way it conducts market and customer research, designs and develops
new offerings, manages sourcing, controls inventory, creates brand experiences and executes its
marketing campaigns.

The rest of this section goes into these overarching findings in depth and illustrates them through
our case study, survey, secondary research and KSA’s internal experts. We explain how:
,/acQQSaaTcZ/QbDS`bWQOZab`ObSUgabO`baeWbVOQZSO`ZgRS¿\SR`SbOWZP`O\Rab`ObSUg(
RSbS`[W\W\UeVObQcab][S`ab]QObS`b]O\R\]bO\RV]eb]RSZWdS`dOZcSb]bV]aS
Qcab][S`abVObWaac^S`W]`b]bVOb]T]bVS``SbOWZS`a
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,1]\\SQbW\UbVS`SbOWZS`¸aP`O\Rab`ObSUgb]Wba]^S`ObW]\OZab`ObSUg(RS¿\W\UbVSQ]`SaSb]T
^`]RcQbaO\RaS`dWQSabVSµ]TTS`W\U¶O\RRSbS`[W\W\UbVSYW\R]TSf^S`WS\QSbVObe]cZR
VSZ^Qcab][S`ac\RS`abO\RbVSc\W_cSRWTTS`S\QSaW\bVS`SbOWZS`¸a]TTS`W\UOaeSZZOaWba
S\UOUS[S\beWbVbVSQcab][S`a¸ZWTSabgZS
,0cWZRW\UbVSQ]`SQO^OPWZWbWSa`S_cW`SRT]`ac^S`W]`SfSQcbW]\]TbVS]^S`ObW]\OZab`ObSUgES
RWaQcaaaSdS\Q]`SQO^OPWZWbWSaeST]c\RW\]c``SaSO`QVO\RV]e`SbOWZS`aSfQSZZSRObbVS[
3F6707B"(@3B/7:3@A3;>:=G7<5/1BD3@B71/:AB@/B3573A
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/QbW\UDS`bWQOZ0SUW\aeWbV@SbOWZ0`O\RAb`ObSUg
The retailers we studied with the most successful Act Vertical strategies had a much clearer definition
of their target customers. That helped them better understand which customers to target and which
not to target. It also helped them define an offering and customer experience that would fit the needs
of that target group.
For example, teen fashion retailer Aéropostale explicitly focuses on the 14- to 17-year-olds who wear
its clothes. However, the company also targets the parents of those teenagers because they make a
significant portion of the purchases. As a result, Aéropostale carefully selects and designs products
that please both teens and parents. And it has designed its store experience for both. (Contrast that
with competitor Abercrombie & Fitch, which aims its edgier clothes and customer experience, both
store and Web, at young adults and not their parents.)
In contrast, another apparel retailer that we studied had significant dissonance in its target
customers. This retailer (which has had little revenue growth for 10 years) had once targeted both
women’s and men’s clothing (at a time when specialty apparel chains were increasingly targeting one
sex or the other). Even today, it targets one sex but also shoppers of all sizes (petites to plus, kids to
missy)—multiple groups that would not want their clothing associated with the other. “I think we lost
our way in understanding who our customer was,” the firm’s merchandising chief said. “There was
no focus. ... We stood for nothing. We tried to be everything to everybody.”
Another retailer that we studied whose brand strategy had become blurred was The Talbots Inc.,
the Hingham, Mass.–based women’s apparel chain that sells classic fashion. The company operates
nearly 600 Talbots stores in the United States, which generated 2007 revenue of $1.8 billion. After
years of steady revenue and profit growth, the parent company (which also owns The J. Jill Group
Inc., a women’s apparel retailer based in nearby Quincy, Mass.) lost $189 million in 2007. To turn
itself around, a new management team hired in 2007 began by conducting customer research which
found that many customers saw Talbots’ merchandise as dowdy. (The research found that even
some 65-year-old and older customers thought the retailer’s products were for women older than
them.) The management team rigorously defined the target customers (upper-income women,
45+ years old) and the unique value the firm would deliver to them. Then Talbots repositioned its
brand strategy, focusing on timeless, elegant classics. Chief Merchandising Officer Basha Cohen said,
“We want to own the classics. We want to be known as the place to shop for classic apparel. But we
don’t want to be known for dowdy classics.”
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With a clearly defined (and not incongruous) set of target customers in hand, Act Vertical retailers
better clarified the unique and compelling value they deliver to customers—from the products (and,
in some cases, services) they sold them to the customer experience. The experience includes the
store design, ambiance, service level, training and other non-product aspects of the purchase. It also
includes how they interacted with customers throughout the lifecycle of purchasing and using the
retailer’s offerings. Here are the value propositions for several highly success Act Vertical retailers:
,/{`]^]abOZS(TOabOTT]`ROPZSTOaVW]\bVOb^ZSOaSag]c\UbSS\aO\RbVSW`^O`S\ba
,>SbA[O`b(QObS`W\Ub]bVS^SbO\R^Sb^O`S\b¸ab]bOZZWTSabgZS\SSRa
,1]OQV(^`]dWRW\URWabW\QbWdSOQQSaaWPZSZcfc`g^`]RcQbabVObO`S`SZSdO\bSfb`S[SZgeSZZ[ORS
O\R]TSfQSZZS\bdOZcS)bVWa^]aWbW]\W\UT`][1]OQV¸aQ][^O\g^`]¿ZSESP^OUSRSaQ`WPSabVS
¿`[¸aRSaW`SRRWTTS`S\bWObW]\POaSR]\RSaWU\Sa^SQWOZZgT]`bVS¿`[¸a]`WUW\OZQ]`SPcaW\Saa
]TVO\RPOUaPcaW\SaaQOaSaZcUUOUSO\R]bVS`ZSObVS`U]]RaO\R_cOZWbg1]OQVQ]\bW\cOZZg
S[^VOaWhSabVS_cOZWbg]TWbaQ`OTba[O\aVW^0cb1]OQVVOaOZa][ORSacQVZcfc`gO\RRSaWU\
W\WbaPOUaO\RPSg]\Rb]^S`Tc[Saac\UZOaaSaO\R]bVS`^`]RcQba]\S]TOTT]`ROPZS
SZSUO\QSW\Q]\b`OabaOgb]5cQQW]`:]cWaDcWbb]\

The more successful Act Vertical retailers did a better job of translating the needs and lifestyles of
their customers into product and service offerings that fit those needs. The Leaders also were superior
at translating those customer needs into the right customer experiences. They were better at
determining the inviolable core attributes of the brand. At Aéropostale those attributes are on trend
(i.e., not leading but not trailing), great value (attractive clothing at very affordable prices) and good
customer experience (a friendly shopping environment for teen and parent).
Such retailers appeared to do a better job of putting themselves in their customers’ shoes. From the
customers’ vantage point, they were better at determining such issues as: “What does the brand do
for me? How does it make me feel? What does it say about me?”
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1]\\SQbW\UO1ZSO`@SbOWZ0`O\RAb`ObSUgb]bVS=^S`ObW]\OZAb`ObSUg
In addition to clearly defining their target customers and reducing any possible dissonance between
customer sets, the more-successful Act Vertical retailers were far more likely to have their brand
strategies in synch with their operational strategies. That is, the products and services they brought
to market—and the experience they created for customers to learn about, purchase and use the
offerings—all achieved the brand promise. At the very least, they didn’t erode—in small ways or
large—that promise.
3F6707B" (/1B7<5D3@B71/:0357<AE7B62347<7<5B63@3B/7:0@/<2AB@/B35G
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2S¿\W\UbVS=TTS`W\U2W[S\aW]\
The Act Vertical retailers that we studied did a better job of determining what parts of their offering
should be unique (and which should not). Some of them have made significant investments to
determine what products they should and should not offer under their own label. Walgreens, for
example, spent significant sums on extensive consumer research to improve its private-label strategy.
Some 20% of its general merchandise sales now come from private label vs. 12% in 2000.8
On the spectrum of uniqueness, any retailer’s products and services can be classified in four primary
ways (see Exhibit 4-3):
,CPW_cWb]ca(BVSaSO`S\ObW]\OZ^`]RcQbP`O\Raa]ZRPg]bVS``SbOWZS`aBVWaWabVSQ]`S]TTS`W\U
]TbVSRWaQ]c\bS`aeO`SV]caSab]`Sa]TT^`WQS`SbOWZS`aO\RbVSU`]QS`gaSU[S\b7bWaOZa]bVS
^`]RcQbab`ObSUg]T[]abQ]\dS\WS\QSab]`Sa
,7[WbObWdS(Y\]QY]TTa]TbS\a]ZRc\RS`[O\g`SbOWZS`a¸^`WdObSZOPSZa;]abU`]QS`gab]`Sa¸
^`WdObSZOPSZ^`]RcQbaO`S]TbVWabg^SO\Ra]O`S[O\gO^^O`SZ`SbOWZS`a¸^`]RcQba
,3\VO\QSR(O`SbOWZS`¸aRSaWU\]TO^`]RcQbbVObTSObc`Sa[W\]`dO`WObW]\a]TSfWabW\U^`]RcQba7b
WaeWbVbVSaSbg^Sa]T^`]RcQbabVObO`SbOWZS`USbaVSOdWZgW\d]ZdSRW\^`]RcQbRSaWU\eVSbVS`
T]`Wba]e\ZOPSZ]`SfQZcaWdSRWab`WPcbW]\]TO\ObW]\OZZOPSZBVS]TTS`W\U]TO^^O`SZ`SbOWZS`a
bVObO`S]\b`S\R[SO\W\U\]bb`S\RaSbbS`a¿bW\bVWaQObSU]`g/{`]^]abOZS¸a^`]RcQbZW\S
WaOQOaSW\^]W\bBO`USbVOaRWTTS`S\bWObSRWbaSZTT`][EOZ;O`bO\R]bVS`RWaQ]c\bS`aW\ZO`US
^O`bPg]TTS`W\U^`WdObSZOPSZ^`]RcQbabVObO`SOZWbbZSRWTTS`S\bObZSOabW\RSaWU\a]QOZZSR
µQVSO^QVWQ¶A^SQWOZbgU`]QS`B`ORS`8]S¸aQO``WSa\c[S`]caWbS[abVObVOdSPSS\T]`[cZObSR
Sa^SQWOZZgT]`WbaaVSZdSa1]\dS\WS\QSab]`S]^S`Ob]`EOeO7\QRWTTS`S\bWObSaWbaSZTT`][
Q][^SbWb]`aW\be]^`]RcQbQObSU]`WSa(Wba]e\Q]TTSSO\RV]OUWSa
,0`SOYbV`]cUV(VWUVZgc\W_cS^`]RcQbaO\RaS`dWQSabVObRSZWdS`eV]ZS\SeaSba]TdOZcSb]
Qcab][S`a=\S]TbVSPSabSfO[^ZSa]TbVWaWa/^^ZSeVWQVS\bS`SRbVS`SbOWZPcaW\SaaW\
/^^ZS]TQ]c`aSWa`S\]e\SRe]`ZReWRST]`WbaW\\]dObW]\aW\Q][^cbS`a[caWQ^ZOgS`a
O\R[]`S`SQS\bZgQSZZ^V]\Sa0cbP`SOYbV`]cUV]TTS`W\UaQO\OZa]PSaS`dWQSa1DAO\R
EOZU`SS\aeS`SO[]\UR`cUab]`SQVOW\abVObZSRbVSeOgbVWaRSQORSW\]^S\W\UVSOZbVQZW\WQa
W\bVSW`ab]`Sa>SbA[O`bORRSR^SbV]bSZaW\ b]U]eWbVWba]bVS`aS`dWQSa]TU`]][W\U
^Sbb`OW\W\USbQEVWZS^SbV]bSZaVOdSPSS\O`]c\ROZ]\UbW[SbVSgVOR\¸bPSS\W\O^Sbab]`S
QVOW\BVSP`SOYbV`]cUVeOaZO`USZg]\S]TQ]\dS\WS\QS=cbR]]`USO``SbOWZS`@37VOaPSS\
aSZZW\Ub`OdSZSfQc`aW]\ab]WbaQcab][S`aaW\QS'&%BVSQ][^O\gR]Sa\¸bP`SOY]cbaOZSa]TbVS
RWdWaW]\PcbVOaaOWRQcab][S`aeV]U]]\bVSb`W^aWbaSZZaW\Q`SOaSbVSW`^c`QVOaSaaWU\W¿QO\bZg
bVObgSO`'B`ORS`8]S¸a\]b]\ZgQO``WSaS\VO\QSR^`]RcQbaT]]RabVObO`SOZWbbZSRWTTS`S\b
WbOZa]QO``WSaT]]RabVObQO\¸bPST]c\ROb]bVS`U`]QS`a
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Most retailers’ offerings fit in the first three categories and some fit in all four. Research on privatelabel trends shows that in many retail sectors, the percentage of revenue from non-national product
brands has been increasing (i.e., the last three of our offering categories). Much of that, no doubt,
is revenue from knockoffs. Our research suggests retailers will need to increase their revenue from
offerings of enhanced and breakthrough products and services. Those are the Act Vertical categories
we’ll explore further in this report.
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2S¿\W\UbVS3f^S`WS\QS2W[S\aW]\
Just as we dissected the offering dimension, we find it necessary to dissect the experience dimension.
On this dimension, we find four flavors of customer experience on the spectrum from “transactional”
to “lifestyle engagement”:
,>c`QVOaSb`O\aOQbW]\(;OYW\UbVS^c`QVOaSb`O\aOQbW]\ST¿QWS\bT]`bVSQcab][S`SOaS
]TaV]^^W\Ua^SSRgO\RST¿QWS\bT]`bVS`SbOWZS`eVWQVVSZ^a`SRcQSQ]abaBVOb[SO\a
`SRcQW\UbVSO[]c\b]Tab]`SVSZ^O\RbVcaVc[O\UcWRO\QSO\RW\a][SQOaSa`SRcQW\UbVS
QVSQY]cb^S`a]\\SZ
,1]\dS\WS\QS(6S`SbVST]QcaWaZSaa]\^c`QVOaSb`O\aOQbW]\ST¿QWS\QgO\R[]`S]\[OYW\UbVS
]TTS`W\UOQQSaaWPZSb]Qcab][S`a1]\dS\WS\QSab]`S]^S`Ob]`aO`SPOaSROZ[]abS\bW`SZg]\bVWa
^`S[WaSOZbV]cUVQVOW\aZWYSEOeOO`SOZa]b`gW\Ub]RWTTS`S\bWObS]\O^`]RcQbc\W_cS\Saa
POaWa;OYW\U]TTS`W\UaQ]\dS\WS\bV]eSdS`QO\OZa]W\d]ZdSQ`SObW\UOaa]`b[S\babVObP`W\U
b]USbVS`OaSb]T\]\c\W_cS]TTS`W\UabVOb^`]dWRSO]\Sab]^aV]^T]`Qcab][S`a
,AV]^^W\US\`WQV[S\b(BVWaWaOP]cbQ`SObW\UO[S[]`OPZSaV]^^W\USf^S`WS\QST]`Qcab][S`a
]\SbVObVSZ^abVS[PSbbS`c\RS`abO\RbVSc\W_cS\Saa]TbVS`SbOWZS`¸a]TTS`W\UaO\RcaSbVS[
b]S\VO\QSbVSW`ZWTSabgZS=\bVSSf^S`WS\QSRW[S\aW]\bVWaWaeVS`S/QbDS`bWQOZ`SbOWZS`aPSUW\
b]RWTTS`S\bWObSbVS[aSZdSaBVSacQQSaaTcZ/QbDS`bWQOZ`SbOWZS`aZ]]Yb]bVSW`ab]`SaQObOZ]Ua
eSPaWbSaO\R]bVS`RW`SQb[O`YSbW\UdSVWQZSab]VSZ^Qcab][S`a[OYSbVS`WUVbQV]WQSa
^`]dWRW\UacPabO\bWOZO[]c\ba]TW\T]`[ObW]\OP]cbbV]aS^`]RcQbaO\RaS`dWQSa/^^ZS¸a
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1]\\SQbW\UbVS=TTS`W\Ub]bVS3f^S`WS\QS
Act Vertical retailers need not just unique and compelling offerings—they need special customer
experiences to go along with those products and services. (See Exhibit 4-5.) There is a symbiotic
relationship between unique product and distinctive customer experience. Aéropostale carefully
engineered not only on-trend but low-cost fashion into its product designs; it also engineered a
store experience that has won over young teens and their parents. “We try to make it a fun, cool
environment for the kid and comfortable for the mom,” Aéropostale’s Chief Operating Officer
Tom Johnson said. In part, this requires continually training salespeople about how to interact with
shoppers. Aéropostale has not cut back on sales training during tough economic times. “We never
scrimp on our training and development programs,” Johnson said.
One reason Apple opened its retail stores in the first place was that it didn’t like the experience its
customers had been getting at national computer and consumer electronics retailers. Apple spent
significant time and money on developing the store experience. Like the company’s products, the
Apple store experience is highly unique in the consumer electronics and computing retail space.
The stores provide on-site customer training and support, as well as legions of highly knowledgeable
and enthusiastic salespeople. Today, Apple’s outlets generate the highest sales per square foot in the
retailing industry, according to one publication.10
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The Seven Core Act Vertical Capabilities
As we stated in the previous section, the most successful Act Vertical retailers had their brand
strategy and operations strategy in synch. They designed products and services that accentuated
their brand differences. They also designed the experience their target customers would have
with their brands.
But that wasn’t all that characterized the Act Vertical retailers. After extensive analysis of the key
factors behind their success, we found seven areas that we believe are critical to an Act Vertical
strategy. Each capability requires new business processes, substantial amounts of new operational
information and information technology, different reporting relationships, measures and rewards
that encouraged unprecedented degrees of cross-functional collaboration and new cultural norms.
The seven core capabilities are:
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The Seven Core Capabilities
These seven capabilities are the foundation of an Act Vertical operational strategy. They enable a
retailer to execute that strategy. (See Exhibit 5-1.) To be sure, not every retailer that had succeeded
at Act Vertical had mastered each area—not even Coach, Aéropostale, Target, Apple, Trader Joe’s
or PetSmart, whose financial performances have been phenomenal. As a result, the discussion
that follows is a rollup of sorts for our best-practices retailers: a guide for any retailer that wishes
to compete on the basis of an Act Vertical strategy.
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The Seven Core Capabilities
In the following paragraphs, we review each capability, illustrate them with examples from our case
study research and provide survey data that sheds additional light on how the so-called Act Vertical
Leaders differed from the Laggards.
;O`YSb@SaSO`QVGWSZRW\UC\Q][[]\7\aWUVba]\3[S`UW\U<SSRaO\R=^^]`bc\WbWSa
Retailers that excel at Act Vertical strategies were superior at identifying unfilled or underserved
customer needs. They had rigorous processes for studying societal and competitive trends that
shaped consumer tastes in products and services, as well as shopping experiences.
The most successful Act Vertical retailers we studied not only relentlessly pursued new products
that they could develop and call their own, they also unleashed their research and development
activities on services for which they could charge, seeing them as crucial pieces to their “product
lines.” That’s because some “products” that can greatly differentiate a retailer from its competition
are not products at all. Rather, they are services that improve their customers’ lifestyles and from
which the retailer can generate a significant profit. Best Buy’s service revenue is $2.4 billion, about
6% of total revenue. PetSmart escaped the gravitational pull of Wal-Mart and other price discounters
by getting into the pet services business: pet training, pet hotels, grooming and so on. PetSmart’s
services business is nearly $500 million today and is en route to $1 billion by 2011. It isn’t easy for
the discounters to add such services to their stores. Services can also increase sales of a retailer’s
products—especially if the offerings help customers satisfy their larger emotional needs, lifestyle
demands and aspirations. A number of retailers we found generated as much as 10% of their revenue
from services. (See Exhibit 5-2.)
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Aéropostale conducts significant consumer research to come up with insights about emerging trends.
The company’s revenue has grown more than fivefold since 2000 (from $272 million to $1.58 billion)
and earnings per share have increased 32% annually since 2001. Its employees travel widely to see
what teenagers are wearing at movies, sporting events, music videos and other venues.
Coach spends nearly $5 million annually on consumer research (including $2 million on consumer
surveys). Twelve months before bringing a new product to market, the $3.2 billion company
interviews hundreds of customers to get their reactions on seemingly every aspect of the product.
In addition, it asks customers to rate new-product designs against existing offerings. Then six
months before launching a new collection of products, the company tests them in a cross-section
of stores. In all, Coach conducts nearly 70,000 in-depth customer interviews annually. Customers
provide feedback on prototype products.
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Best Buy, the largest U.S. consumer electronics retailer, used extensive customer and employee
feedback in designing a private-label series of laptop computers made and branded by HewlettPackard and Toshiba (although they will be distributed exclusively through Best Buy). Best Buy has
had exclusive distribution of some notebook computers for years. However, the latest models were
designed from scratch with Best Buy’s input. The line, Blue Label, was released in October 2008 and
features laptops that are thinner, lighter and more elegant in design than many laptops. Best Buy said
it wants to personalize computers’ technology, design and style based on consumer input. “We were
able to pinpoint consumers’ specific desires and develop a unique product to best suit their needs,”
one vice president said. Best Buy plans to bring other products to market under its Blue Label banner.
Such collaboration with consumers in product design was one of the biggest differentiators between
the Leaders and Laggards at Act Vertical retailers that took our survey. More than half (53%) of
the respondents that we categorized as Leaders had high or very high levels of collaboration with
consumers in designing new products. None of the Laggards were working with customers at that
level of collaboration. (See Exhibit 5-3.)
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The Seven Core Capabilities
The leading Act Vertical retailers we surveyed were also much more effective at conducting extensive
consumer research and product testing before making commitments to suppliers. And they were
better at using stores for consumer research and product testing. (See Exhibit 5-4.)
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Beyond rigorous and continual market research, leading retailers were more likely to immerse top
management in their stores and markets. This enables them to see firsthand what customers like
(and don’t like) about the offering and the customer experience. Coach CEO Lew Frankfort visits
stores once or twice every week, anonymously greeting customers as “Lew.” Trader Joe’s CEO, Dan
Bane, visits each of the company’s 310 stores in the United States three to four times a year and
spends two to three days a week working at the checkout lines.11
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When Talbots’ Chief Creative Officer Michael Smaldone and Chief Merchandising Officer Basha
Cohen, arrived in 2007, one of the first things they did was to photograph Talbots’ customers. “We
spent a lot of time photographing and talking to customers to come up with a checklist of attributes,”
Cohen said. “That allowed us to better understand their lifestyle, not just the demographics.”
The best Act Vertical retailers also were more likely to bring other customer intelligence into their
planning meetings, not just POS data. For example, Talbots’ top planners, merchants, marketers,
designers, store operations and supply-chain managers meet weekly to review point-of-sale data with
sales plans. But they also bring back the in-depth discussions they have with store customers—field
visits they conduct far more frequently today.
Act Vertical not only requires continually interacting with customers in the stores, it also demands
stepping back and taking measure of the larger trends that might affect consumer behavior in the
upcoming season or year.
A critical point about new-product development: Act Vertical retailers don’t just see opportunities
for new products; they see opportunities for services that customers need to make better use of their
products. PetSmart’s services business has been growing an average 26% annually for the last nine
years and is expected to become a $1 billion business by 2011. At Best Buy, services such as computer
repair (Geek Squad), extended warrantees and installation have blossomed into a $2.4 billion
business—some 5% of its $40 billion in annual revenue.
Once they reconceived customer needs as far broader than just about acquiring products, the
Act Vertical retailers we studied saw some eye-opening opportunities.
0OZO\QW\U1`SObWdWbgO\R1][[S`QWOZ/^^SOZW\2SdSZ]^W\U<Se=TTS`W\Ua
With trend data to ferret out customer needs that are just over the horizon and sales data and
customer interactions to adjust today’s offering, Act Vertical retailers make better use of customer
insights. That’s the first advantage they have in product and service innovation.
The second advantage comes from designing and developing new offerings. Act Vertical retailers
are far better at balancing the creativity of the product designers with the commercial sensibilities
of the merchants. It’s a tenuous balance to strike. But getting it right is elemental to successfully
bringing new offerings to market—products and services on which can ride millions of dollars in
investments, research, prototypes, marketing campaigns, manufacturing commitments and supplychain contracts.
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The first element of such a balance that we saw was extensive product design collaboration among
the design function, merchandising, product development, marketing and suppliers. Talbots moved
its creative and technical design departments into the same location. But physically structuring
for cross-functional collaboration must be accompanied by organizational structuring, i.e., the
organization chart. In the more successful Act Vertical retailers we studied, design, product
development, merchandising and marketing heads tended to be equals. (Coach’s approach to doing
this is to vest oversight of design, product development and marketing in one person: co-president
Reed Krakoff. At Talbots, all responsibilities lie with different managers, but all of them reported
to CEO Trudy Sullivan, who told us she doesn’t tolerate “divas.”)
Another hallmark of the Act Vertical retailers was strong coordination of product design,
development, planning and other processes. Rather than sequential activities with their own
calendars, they tended to be managed concurrently and coordinated by one calendar at the Act
Vertical Leaders. At Talbots, managers in sourcing, distribution and catalog production adhere to this
calendar—and so do their colleagues in design and planning. This ensures key decisions are aligned
from concept to market.
For retailers selling largely enhanced offerings (variations on current products rather than wholesale
breakthroughs), the balancing act between creativity and commercial potential appears to be tipped
far more toward the latter. Aéropostale, the retailer that wants to be on-trend but not a trendsetter,
refers to its new-product development process as one that is design-driven, merchant-modified. The
company’s designers come up with ideas, but its merchants refine them. Nine months before new
products hit the market, the company assembles designers, merchants and other managers. They
review the last season’s results and pore over market research brought in by the design group: focus
group data and observations from traveling to other stores, trade shows and other countries, as well
as input from an outside design consultant. Once product decisions are made, merchandise planners
determine the number of units to purchase in each category. In the end, the merchants’ decision
on what to pursue for an upcoming season wins. Aéropostale’s organization structure ensures it.
Its No. 2 executive, Mindy Meads, is president and chief merchandising officer. The senior vice
president in charge of design reports to Meads.
In retailers selling a greater number of breakthrough offerings—products and services meant to
set trends rather than just respond to them—designers had a stronger role on the top management
team. We refer to it as a design-led product development approach. Coach exemplifies it to the
max. Co-President Reed Krakoff is the company’s second-ranking executive, reporting to CEO
Lew Frankfort. After joining the firm in 1996, Krakoff has led the firm’s “creative renaissance,”
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as its website refers to it.12 (And quite a lucrative renaissance it has been. Since that year, Coach’s
sales have increased sixfold, from $513 million to $3.2 billion. Meanwhile, net income has grown
nearly 40 times, from $20 million to $783 million.) Today, Krakoff is responsible for nearly every
aspect of the offering and customer experience: product design and development, marketing
(including advertising, PR and more), store design and visual merchandising. An avid and
accomplished photographer, he recently also assumed the job of photographing the company’s
global advertising and direct mail campaigns. Coach’s CEO refers to managing the balance of
creativity and commercial necessities as the “blend of logic and magic.” The company balances
its designers’ inspirations with enormous quantitative scrutiny so that beautiful but impractical
products do not languish on its shelves. (Note: 80% of Coach’s sales are through its 548 stores,
including 421 in North America; about 20% of sales are through other merchants.)
Talbots strikes the balance between design and commercial appeal by having design and merchandising heads report to the CEO. But perhaps even more important, a good balance is struck because
of the personalities running those functions. They respect each other’s talents immensely. “It’s
[Chief Designer] Michael’s [Smaldone] job to push me,” Cohen said. “My motivation always is, ‘How
do you push the envelope?’ but also ‘How do you remain true to your customer?’ I always have to
be the voice of reason on the financial side, and sometimes we disagree. But a truly great designer is
one who understands the push and pull between art and commerce. He has both of those. We end up
complementing each other.”
Another hallmark of many Act Vertical Leaders is their focus on developing collections of related
products and services, not just one-off items. When customers can be sold on multiple offerings to
solve a need, it increases sales and profitability. But it requires designing offerings from a collection
standpoint. Coach, for example, has gone far beyond selling bags and briefcases. In recent years, it has
ventured into shoes, jewelry, watches, apparel, luggage, furniture, glasses and perfume. The ability to
sell such groups of related items appears to be far easier when a retailer aims its customer experience
at the lifestyle end of the spectrum, i.e., becoming known to its customers for a way of life, not just for
a few memorable products.
Overall, the Act Vertical retailers were far better at improving product development. In fact, our
survey showed a big gap between the 15 Leaders and the 11 Laggards on this count. (See Exhibit 5-5.)
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Act Vertical retailers reduce the risk of product innovation, which can be significant. The Leaders that
we surveyed were far more likely than the Laggards to have high or very high levels of collaboration
with consumers in testing new products (see Exhibit 5-6). In addition, many of the Leaders test their
experience innovations with customers as well, getting consumers to provide feedback on marketing
campaigns, store designs, products, websites and other key aspects of the retail-brand experience.
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The Seven Core Capabilities
The Act Vertical retailers not only were more likely to test their products before launch, but they
also were more likely to test their marketing campaigns. To be sure, this practice is not widespread.
Only one-third of the Act Vertical Leaders that we surveyed said they had high or very high levels of
collaboration with consumers in testing marketing campaigns. (See Exhibit 5-7.) Yet that was a much
higher percentage than the Laggards: only 9% of them said the same thing.
There are two primary reasons for retailers to test their products at this stage: to determine whether
they have the right style or color, and how much to order. Catalog retailers for years have done such
tests. Anthropologie Inc. conducts customer focus groups before finalizing a line. It also conducts
limited tests on items at the end of a season to predict how well they will sell in the next season.
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Every Act Vertical retailer we studied had sourcing under firm control despite not owning factories.
Aéropostale owns none of the factories that make its products. Coach shut down its last plant in 2002;
today its products are made in 40 plants in 15 countries owned by sourcing vendors. Trader Joe’s
manufactures none of its special foods and beverages, but it heavily influences their design.
Control over the offering starts with getting intimately involved in the design of offerings (and not
outsourcing that along with production). Aéropostale designs all its apparel but outsources 69% of
its production to five contract manufacturers. Trader Joe’s has a number of people responsible for
developing new Trader Joe’s–labeled products. In addition to having buyers look far and wide for
hard-to-find items (e.g., Morello cherries from Eastern Europe or Belgian chocolates), the grocery
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chain works with suppliers to develop many of its own items. For example, the company says its TwoBuck Chuck wine (a $2-a-bottle Charles Shaw wine) is the best-selling wine in the United States.13
Given that product design, development and manufacturing are done by different parties in
different locations, accelerating the process requires using information technology to shift product
specifications and blueprints rapidly around the world.
Technology facilitates such close collaboration between retailers and their sourcing partners.
From our survey, the leading Act Vertical retailers enjoyed much higher levels of collaboration with
suppliers in product design and development than did the Laggards. More than twice the number of
Leaders (60%) said they had high or very high levels of collaborations than did the Laggards (27%).
Such high levels of collaboration help retailers that are better at Act Vertical to speed their offerings
to market. Speed to market was another major advantage that the Leaders had over the Laggards that
we surveyed. (See Exhibits 5-8 and 5-9.)
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Putting production into the hands of other entities reduces a retailer’s risk of having stranded
manufacturing assets: costly and unproductive overhead when a product line and its production
processes become obsolete. It also gives the retailer the flexibility to shift where and how it sources
products, which is critical given changing economies of countries and a retailer’s product strategy.
Outsourcing manufacturing also helps retailers improve their speed to market with new products.
A product strategy based on speed (e.g., a 10-week cycle time to market) requires a different
production capability than does a product strategy with much longer lead times, such as those
for more basic items.
But Act Vertical retailers must maintain control of their suppliers and their quality. Many have
done so by cutting the number of sourcing suppliers and having more clout over the ones they
use. Aéropostale, as mentioned previously, gets nearly two-thirds of its products from 5 suppliers.
That’s far fewer than it had in previous years. Aéropostale’s Johnson said: “When I first got here,
we exited suppliers that didn’t really have a value proposition.” The more business Aéropostale
gives its core suppliers, the lower the markup they charge Aéropostale on each product. Still, the
company continually seeks out new suppliers that can reduce costs (including distribution) even
more. To ensure quality, many retailers work directly with their suppliers’ suppliers. Coach,
for example, works directly with leather suppliers to ensure quality and quantity.
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To boost the speed of production, many retailers have located sourcing personnel overseas
(although others have brought staff home from Asia and have delegated more authority to their
sourcing partners). The key is to push decisions to managers closest to manufacturing. In some
cases, that calls for having sourcing vendors or agents doing it. In other cases, the retailer must put its
people at the source of production. Some Act Vertical retailers push product development activities
onto sourcing vendors.
Given the ever-increasing consumer demand for trendiness, retailers that can make key product
decisions on styles, colors, materials and other attributes as close as possible to the time they go
to market can remove significant risk. Postponing such decisions enables apparel retailer Zara to
go from concept to market in four weeks.14
7\dS\b]`g;O\OUS[S\bBVObAVWTba>`]RcQbab]>ZOQSa]T6WUVSab2S[O\RO\R
5`SObSab>`]¿bOPWZWbg
Creating hot products that can’t be found at any other retailer is a formidable advantage. But if those
products aren’t made in the right amounts (or don’t get to the right places in the right amounts),
a retailer loses time and profitability. This is where great innovation processes must be supplemented
with strong inventory management processes—assortment, allocation and replenishment. When
those processes are robust, a retailer is able to quickly shift products to places of greatest demand
and maximize prices.
From our research, the first component of such inventory management capabilities is excellent
forecasting and fact-based replenishment decisions. Aéropostale’s capabilities here are stellar. It can
get hot items from its distribution centers to its 800+ U.S. and Canadian stores in one to three days.
The second element behind such streamlined inventory management is assortment and supply-chain
practices that enable rapid sell-through at high profitability. Increasingly, retailers are localizing
their assortments even down to the store level. Rather than continuing to institute one-size-fits-all
assortments chain-wide (save for climate-related variations in demand), a number of retailers are
beginning to implement localization strategies. These retailers are installing assortment planning
software packages that will let them tailor assortments by selling locations—store, catalog and Web.
They have begun tailoring store assortments toward such customer segments. Talbots is instituting
assortment planning software. One of its goals is to gear assortments toward sets whose items can
increase cross-selling.
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Besides matching their product supply to local demand, a number of Act Vertical retailers have
created different supply chains to support different classes of products with very different
replenishment characteristics. Best Buy, Target and others have one supply chain for products with
predictable sales patterns, such as denim jeans, printer cartridges and baby strollers, and another
for products whose demand is less predictable, such as seasonal and new products. They also have
different supply chains to support different service-level agreements, e.g., high in-stock vs. low
in-stock positions.
Increasingly, Act Vertical retailers are trying to improve the way they manage the lifecycle of
unique—and often shorter-lived—products through product lifecycle management systems. These
feature centralized calendars that coordinate the actions of planning, allocation and marketing.
They also create entry and exit strategies and conduct post-mortem analysis to apply lessons to
the next product initiative.
2SaWU\W\UO\R3fSQcbW\U1]\aWabS\bZg3\UOUW\U0`O\R3f^S`WS\QSa
OQ`]aa/ZZ1VO\\SZa
Maximizing the profitability of a retailer’s unique products and services requires not only top-notch
customer research, product design and development and sourcing and inventory management
capabilities, but it also demands creating and executing a consistently compelling environment in
which target customers can learn about, sample and purchase its products and services so that they
can connect themselves more closely to the brand.
For sure, the store environment must be compelling, especially given a glut of U.S. retail space that
may get worse for several years. But these days, so must the retailer’s catalogs (if it has them) and
website. The fact that many customers now start their shopping expeditions online forces retailers
to pay far more attention to their websites. Those that showcase their special offerings in special
ways are far more likely to have visitors clicking their computer mouse or heading into their stores.
Retailers that let shoppers electronically communicate their purchasing desires to others (especially
the ones paying for those purchases) will gain ground. Children today are already sending via cell
phones pictures of store products they want to buy to parents and friends. For example, Abercrombie
& Fitch’s website allows viewers to post online wish lists for gift purchases and send emails with links
to Web pages with the items they’d like.
All this requires special skills, processes and information to design and execute a consistently
engaging and integrated retail-brand experience across all channels. Act Vertical retailers applied
their design skills to the shopping experience, as well as their product and service offerings. They
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explicitly designed their stores to convey what was different about their brand. Some, like
Apple, applied a whole different design sense to their stores. The president of Apple’s store unit,
Ron Johnson, has said that Apple transferred its computer design skills to retail, ignoring traditional
store design dogma. “Why has it worked? I think it’s all about Apple’s grounding in design being
applied to a different business from products—to a retail strategy,” he told a design conference
audience in 2004.15
Abercrombie & Fitch’s loud and dark stores are magnets for teenagers and turnoffs for most parents.
But that brand experience was intentional, and it has helped the $3.7 billion firm more than double
revenue and profit in the last five years. Aéropostale’s stores are inviting to both kids and parents.
Cacique, an intimate apparel offshoot of plus-size women’s apparel retailer Lane Bryant Inc.,
intentionally designed its 120 stores to make plus-size women feel as special about trying on intimates
as the Victoria Secret Stores customer. Special fitting rooms use indirect lighting and mirrors that
reduce shadows and a chest of drawers of bras is nearby so that the customer doesn’t have to roam the
sales floor looking for the next size. Cacique sales have increased 50% in the last five years.
Coach matches the luxury cachet of its products with modern, sophisticated and sleek stores with
high-end fixtures and finish. They help communicate the firm’s “affordable luxury” image. REI
displays its connection to customers by teaching them how to climb rocks in their stores.
Perhaps the trendsetter in store design is computer-innovator Apple that, as we mentioned, applied
a whole different design sense to their stores. With sales per square foot four times that of Best Buy
(about $4,000 vs. $930), Apple’s 250 stores have been a roaring success almost from their launch in
2001. Apple designed its stores to appeal to its customers’ lifestyles—not around creating an efficient
purchasing experience. “We think what’s made our stores successful is the design decision to put
the customer at the center—the life experience, not the buying experience,” Apple’s Johnson said.16
The store is organized not just in product sections, but also by tasks (so-called “complete solutions”),
i.e., the fundamental things Apple customers are trying to accomplish with those products: photos,
movies and music. The Genius Bar also provides troubleshooting advice to store patrons for free.
“We don’t want the store to be about the product, but about a series of experiences that make it more
than a store,” Johnson has said.
But the design of the retailer’s brand experience extends beyond the artifacts and look and feel
of its stores, catalogs and website. It includes the way customers are treated by store personnel,
interact with the brand and socialize with other customers. All the investments in store design can be
squandered if the customers of an Act Vertical retailer aren’t treated in a special way. Offering special
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products and services but ordinary (or worse) store experiences is anathema to the successful
Act Vertical retailer. Competing in the lower-right quadrant of our retailing landscape has been
a losing proposition for several retailers (including Sharper Image, which filed for bankruptcy in
February 2008).
The Act Vertical retailers we studied paid great attention to their store sales associates. They
accomplish this through rigorous hiring and training practices. They realize that a major piece
of becoming more engaging with customers is hiring more-personable store personnel.
Act Vertical Leaders hire salespeople who are passionate about their products. Then these retailers
make these people more knowledgeable about those products and their customers. Such retailers
invested heavily in training programs to help new hires understand their customers, their customers’
emotional needs and how to treat them.
Our survey showed a big difference between Act Vertical Leaders and Laggards in the amount of
training they provided to store personnel (a nearly 1-point gap on a 5-point scale in degrees of storelabor training). They provided more in-store services. They also invest in tools for the stores and
websites that enrich the customer experience and point out what’s different about their offerings.
Retailers like The Men’s Wearhouse Inc., a $2 billion retailer whose profit has tripled in the last
five years, pay special attention to applying product tags to shirts and other products that explain
the benefits of its products. PetSmart has developed and placed a “Smart Nutrition Selector” on its
website that helps customers determine what their dogs should eat. The online tool asks a number
of questions: the age and weight of the dog, how active it is, whether it has allergies and so on. After
answering the questions, a customer gets a recommendation on the right brand for their dog—
brands that are not available in Wal-Mart or Target. The online calculator provides a big benefit for
customers, good nutritional advice and, of course, a big benefit for PetSmart.
But it’s one thing to enrich the shopping experience. It’s another to enhance the customer’s lifestyle
outside the purchase. A number of Act Vertical retailers think about and design experiences that
enhance their customers’ lives. Casual Male Retail Group Inc., a $464 million retailer of tall and large
men’s apparel, has a blog that engages customers about their lifestyles. Apple holds private concerts
at its stores that get its iPod music fanatics together. Wegmans allows customers to search its online
recipe library, where they can also get nutritional information about prepared foods. They use their
intimate knowledge of customers gained through market research and daily interactions and find
ways to hook into their lifestyles. REI sends emails to customers about events in its stores (e.g., clinics
on bicycle maintenance) and outside the stores (local hikes and charity events).
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The best Act Vertical retailers don’t limit their customers’ experience to their stores, websites or
mass-media advertising campaigns. They aggressively look for ways to engage with customers outside
their sales channels. From our survey, 50% of the Leaders said they provided a highly or very highly
engaging consumer experience outside the purchase transaction vs. 0% of the Laggards.
A retailer’s hundreds or thousands of daily interactions with customers are its competitive weapon
for product and service innovation, particularly retailers that sell complementary services to their
customers, not just products. In this regard, retailers have a tremendous potential advantage over
consumer manufacturers, most of which are shielded by retailers from their customers.
The Act Vertical retailers created a virtuous circle in which their innovative offerings and engaging
customer experiences enabled them to create deeper bonds with customers. Their customers became
passionate advocates of that retailer—people who also want to associate with other customers who
share their passions, values and aspirations. (Case in point: Apple, whose 250 stores had about
150 million visits in FY 2008.17 ) Interacting with its tribe thousands of times every day then gives
the retailer a superior ability (vs. national product brands) to continually create the next round of
breakthrough and enhanced offerings.
;O`YSbW\UBVOb1][[c\WQObSabVS0`O\R>`][WaSO\RAV]eQOaSa6]ebVS=TTS`W\U
O\R3f^S`WS\QS3\VO\QS1cab][S`a¸:WTSabgZSa
The ultimate success of Act Vertical retailers depends on whether their products and services
are truly unique and compelling and on whether they provide value beyond what’s provided by
the brands consumers can get from other retailers. And, as we mentioned in the previous section,
creating the right experience by which customers can learn about the offering, purchase it and
interact with the brand in other ways is critical as well. But the more successful Act Vertical retailers
also developed superior capabilities in getting the attention of customers and attracting them to
their stores, websites and catalogs. This is about marketing, but marketing of a certain type. The
marketing of the Act Vertical retailer must showcase what’s better about its offering and the customer
experience. It must also connect the retailer’s brand with its customers’ lifestyle needs, especially
their life aspirations.
One marketing capability we found in the more-successful Act Vertical retailers was connecting their
messages and the customer experience across sales channels. The ability to create cross-channel
marketing that integrated messages on the Web, in the catalogs, and other marketing vehicles was a
major differentiator between Act Vertical Leaders and Laggards (a 0.95-point gap). The key is to also
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make sure that whether customers are viewing the Web, catalog or store, they see the same visuals
and product.
The messages of Act Vertical retailers consistently highlight the new and compelling offerings this
month, week or day. Talbots, for instance, has shifted almost its entire marketing budget from mass
advertising to its catalog. Each monthly catalog now introduces the company’s latest collection,
driving traffic to the stores and website. The catalog introduces “brand moments” every month,
as the company refers to them.
Creating consistent marketing messages across all sales channels requires someone in charge of the
messaging for those channels. At Talbots, this person is the chief marketing officer. At Coach, it’s the
co-president in charge of product design, development and marketing. While the marketing messages
must create a consistent brand image, they become more effective when the Act Vertical retailer
can personalize them for customers. Macy’s uses such customer knowledge to direct much of its
communications to its best customers.
But some of the Act Vertical retailers we studied didn’t focus their marketing programs solely on
campaigns to drive sales of specific products and services. Several of them—convenience store
chain Wawa, REI, Target and Aéropostale—used marketing to make a higher-level connection with
customers. They used marketing programs to connect themselves to their customers’ aspirations
and to enable their customers to mingle as a tribe.
Aéropostale, for example, knows that many of its young-teen consumers aspire to the college
lifestyle. As a result, the firm connects its brand with the college experience through marketing
campaigns and sales events on college campuses and by sponsoring college athletic conferences
with co-branded apparel and scholarships. Aéropostale’s marketing is laser-focused on ways to
connect to its customers’ lifestyle; the firm conducts very little mass media advertising.
Convenience store operator Wawa holds a “Hoagiefest” for lovers of one of its most popular and
distinguishing items. The Pet Community area of PetSmart’s website allows pet owners to trade
pictures and tips. The site also has an online pet adoption search that enables pet lovers to find a
pet in need of a nearby home. Marketing programs like these that connect an Act Vertical retailer
to its customers’ aspirations take the retailer’s brand experience to a whole new level.
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Key Barriers to Implementing a Successful Act Vertical
Strategy and How to Address Them
The seven capabilities retailers need to thrive at Act Vertical are not easy to develop. The companies
we studied did not build their capabilities overnight. In fact, some took several years. Furthermore,
despite their stellar financial performance, not one retailer had mastered all seven capabilities.
They all have a ways to go in improving their market research, product and service design and
development, sourcing, marketing, brand experience, inventory management and consumer
testing capabilities.
From our research and consulting work with retailers, we have found a number of barriers to
adopting an Act Vertical model (see Exhibit 6-1). None is insurmountable. Our thoughts on how to
overcome them are based on how they were addressed by the executives at the retailers we studied.
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The first barrier is the functional silos resident in most retailers. Of course, such silos are a barrier
to any corporate initiative that forces internally focused departments to closely coordinate their
decisions and actions, shift activities from one department to another and revamp their reporting
relationships. But an Act Vertical model requires unprecedented levels of collaboration in the
demand-creation and supply sides of a retailer. A strong Act Vertical brand experience does not
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result when one function’s success comes at the expense of another’s. Product designers and
developers need to pursue opportunities that market research has uncovered, not their own agendas.
Merchandising, product development, store operations and catalog and website personnel must
work hand in hand to reduce the risk that new ideas for products, services and customer experiences
do not go over the heads of customers. Conversely, thinking about “what worked last year” cannot be
allowed to trample the creative instincts of product design and development, marketing, store and
other personnel.
To reduce the chances that entrenched functional managers defend their turf, an Act Vertical model
must be championed and orchestrated by the CEO. CEOs who quickly delegate the responsibilities
for shifting to an Act Vertical model to their direct reports—without gaining their full commitment
and understanding of what lies ahead—will preside over an initiative that will fall apart before long.
The second major barrier is closely related to the first: shifting away from a culture that promotes
functional excellence. The new culture must motivate managers across functions to subordinate
their goals for the overarching Act Vertical goals. This is especially critical for creating an effective
new-product and -service development process. Designers and merchandising managers must
overcome any past vestiges of distrust or disrespect. Specifying and assigning responsibilities for each
will help promote a strong working partnership. And creating joint measures and rewards will help
cement the partnership. Metrics and rewards for end-to-end operational execution—for introducing
highly profitable new offerings and their attendant customer experiences to market—must supplant
ones that encourage functional optimization.
The next big barrier is one of old thinking on how to conduct customer research and on what to solicit
feedback. Many retailers traditionally have focused their customer research on what products sold
well and poorly in the past. To get an Act Vertical model going, this is important information—but
only if it helps the retailer more deeply understand what attributes of their products are most
important for customers and whether they are satisfied with them. Yet such research is of limited
value in helping retailers identify whole new product and service opportunities, which customers
often can’t articulate. Thus, an Act Vertical model demands new ways of conducting customer
research to get new products right—collaborating with shoppers in entirely new ways. But customer
research can’t stop with the products and services with which a retailer is experimenting. Because
an Act Vertical approach also means creating new, distinctive customer experiences, retailers must
find ways to collaborate with customers in designing such experiences. Collaborating with customers
in the design of websites, stores, catalogs and other sales channels will be a whole new territory for
many retailers.
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Changing entrenched attitudes that limit investments in the store experience will separate
many successful Act Vertical retailers from the ones that struggle. A great number of retailers
are merchandise-focused. “Get the product line right and everything else takes care of itself”
is the thinking on the merchandise front. Other retailers lean toward investing in new stores to
increase revenue and profit, rather than improving existing stores. Both mindsets lead to curtailing
improvements in the store experience, especially in sales training. (One more destructive mindset:
“Why train them so much when we lose them so easily?”) They steer store managers to hiring
minimum-wage staff instead of knowledgeable product enthusiasts. And they squeeze training when
sales slump. The most successful Act Vertical retailers have a different mindset at the very top, with
the two people who control the purse strings: the CEO and CFO. They recognize the importance
of a distinctive store experience. They inherently believe in funding the right upfront and ongoing
investments in people, design and furnishings that make the experience special.
A retailer’s ability to make substantial profits from its unique products and services also depends
on how well it can manage the product lifecycle—from the time an opportunity is identified in
market research to the moment a new offering is available in the stores. Few retailing executives
we’ve known—even those with long and illustrious retail careers—understand the entire supply
chain. This is a consequence of years of functional and departmental optimization in the industry.
Retailers traditionally have not valued managers with broad experience; they instead have embraced
depth of narrow expertise. But without people who understand the downstream implications of
changes to upstream work in the value chain, it will be difficult for retailers to optimize the conceptto-market process.
Another part of the supply chain requires whole new practices for acting vertical: managing sourcing
vendors. Relationships that, in the past, were adversarial and at arm’s length must shift to ones
centered on trust and high collaboration. To rapidly manufacture and distribute innovative, highquality products, retailers must treat manufacturers and distributors as partners, not supplicants.
The last key barrier to Act Vertical is entirely one of perception. It is the bitter aftertaste of
disappointing past corporate initiatives that in hindsight appear to be of the Act Vertical variety.
These might include private-label programs that didn’t deliver; upgrades to stores, websites and
catalogs that didn’t pan out; ideation and product-innovation exercises; and exclusive distribution
arrangements that didn’t deliver. All of these are aspects of an Act Vertical initiative. None can
be done piecemeal. Act Vertical requires synchronizing these and other initiatives around the
offering and customer experience. It also demands that they’re all in line with the retailer’s overall
brand strategy.
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Profiles of Leading Act Vertical Retailers
In this section, we present seven short case studies on retailers across segments that instituted
Act Vertical strategies: Aéropostale, Talbots, Apple, Target, Trader Joe’s and Coach.
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Launched by R.H. Macy & Co. in the early 1980s as a private-label line, Aéropostale Inc. has become
a star in apparel retailing, reaching nearly $1.6 billion in sales in 2007 and competing against larger
retailers like Abercrombie & Fitch, Hollister Inc. and American Eagle Outfitters Inc. for the hearts of
American teenagers.
Aéropostale has carved out a healthy slice of this market through a highly successful Act Vertical
strategy featuring a 100% Aéropostale-designed offering, insightful market research, a rapid product
development function, highly responsive and efficient suppliers, a lean corporate center and a store
experience that pleases teens and their parents.
The result for Aéropostale customers, boys and girls 14 to 17 years old, is on-trend clothes and
accessories that are value-priced and designed to please both teenager and parent. “We’re at the
intersection of fashion and value,” Tom Johnson, executive vice president and chief operating officer,
said. “The most important thing for us is to deliver the right fashion, and current trends, at great
value. ... We’re not a fashion leader. We’re not a fashion follower. We want to be on-fashion.”
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It’s clearly been a winning formula. Aéropostale’s revenue has grown eightfold since 1999; and on a
compounded annual growth rate, earnings per share have increased 32% for the past six years. Even in
the brutal year of 2008, the company achieved positive same-store sales in the month of September.
Aéropostale began life as a private-label brand sold at Macy’s stores in the early 1980s. Macy’s
turned the product brand into a retail brand in 1987, when it opened the first mall-based Aéropostale
store. By 1997, Macy’s had expanded the concept to more than 100 locations. A year later, Macy’s sold
the business to its management team (backed by Bear Stearns), which took the firm public in 2002.
Today, Aéropostale has more than 900 mall-based stores across the United States, Puerto Rico and
Canada, as well as 14 Jimmy’z Ltd. stores.
The New York–based company is crystal clear about its target customer—the universal teen. It does,
however, also consider Mom in the shopping equation. The offering and the customer experience are
designed with that duality in mind. Most of the clothes sell for less than $50. “That compelling value
really works well for the mom who is often participating in the purchase,” Johnson said. Likewise,
store personnel are very friendly and helpful.
On the supply side, Aéropostale gets low-cost, quality merchandise by concentrating more than
two-thirds of its business with five vendors. “We have a core vendor base that we have been partners
with for many, many years, and they have been loyal to us,” Johnson explained. “In a world of free
agency, retailers will jump around from vendor to vendor for the absolute lowest price. We take a
more balanced approach. We stay committed to our vendors because we recognize that our long-term
partnerships will give us a competitive advantage.”
Aéropostale’s lean way of operating carries over to the firm’s West 34th Street headquarters. Its SG&A
costs were less than 22% of sales last year. “We are a fairly lean operation compared to our peers and
remaining cost-conscious is part of our culture,” Johnson said.
The leanness stops at the firm’s training and development programs, however. Store manager
training is extensive. “It’s very important that we train and develop our people and that we recognize
them for great results,” Johnson said. “For the many years that I’ve been here, we’ve done nothing
but continue to improve our developmental programs both at the store and in our corporate offices.”
He believes keeping the pedal down on training is a major factor in the firm’s 11 consecutive years of
same-store sales increases.
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The Aéropostale customer experience depends greatly on sales training and hiring the right talent.
“We hire nice people, train and develop them and let them know our expectations,” Johnson said.
The company instructs them on everything from how to greet customers to how to end the customer
transaction (with a smile). The company has upgraded the store experience in the last two years
as well, with 200 of the 900 having been refurbished to a new and innovative architectural format.
A seating area in the back pleases parents. Fitting room doors that fog up please their kids.
How does Aéropostale keep outperforming its competitors? As long as the product and experience
engage customers, the firm’s Act Vertical strategy will remain a winner. According to Johnson,
“We want to deliver great fashion, incredible value, with a fun shopping experience. And, most
importantly, we make sure that every customer leaves our Aéropostale store happy.”
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Eight miles down the coast from Boston, the old Yankee town of Hingham, Mass., is an apropos place
for the headquarters of The Talbots Inc. Founded in 1947 by Nancy and Rudolph Talbot, the company
generated $18,000 in sales its first year by offering classic women’s apparel. More than 60 years and
two owners later, it hasn’t veered away from its classic-style approach. Today, Talbots is a $2.3 billion
publicly held company with two retail brands: its original Talbots stores (595 in North America) and
J. Jill (a 2006 acquisition that was put on the block for divestiture at the end of 2008).
The last two years have been among Talbots’ most tumultuous ones, the consequence of a
merchandising strategy that had become stale earlier this decade and worsened more recently by
a downturn in the market for upscale women’s apparel. Talbots’ annual profits peaked at $127 million
in 2001 and have been on a steady decline, turning into a $188 million loss by 2007. It prompted the
company to bring in a new CEO that year, Trudy Sullivan, formerly president of Liz Claiborne Inc.
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In the late 1990s, Talbots was a highly successful retailer selling classic fashion to upper-income
women 45 to 55 years old. But in 2000, competitors such as Chico’s and Ann Taylor began taking
share while Talbots clung to styles that many customers regarded as dowdy. In fact, by 2007 Talbots’
research found some customers in their 60s who regarded Talbots merchandise as designed for
women older than they were.
The organization had fallen into a creative rut because it had adopted a department store approach
to merchandising. “It was almost a ‘department-store-under-a-specialty-roof’ mentality,” Basha
Cohen, chief merchandising officer, said. Following fashion trends, not trying to be on-trend, was
the mindset. The result was a dearth of truly unique products that would compel customers to seek
out Talbots rather than Ann Taylor, Nordstrom or another competitor. “There were no clear roles or
definitions in top management,” Sullivan said. “There has been a lot of group-think, a lot of consensus
meetings. There had been no clear owner of the creative vision of the brand. There was a lot of what
I call ‘forensics.’ You could have a great meeting to discuss what didn’t happen,” she laughed. “But
there wasn’t any looking forward or developing a point of view after rigorous consumer research.”
Sullivan has been leading a transformation to what she calls a design-led organization from a
merchant-led organization. To make the shift, she brought in an almost entirely new management
team to run marketing, merchandising, supply chain, design (she created a new chief creative officer
position reporting to her), public relations and other functions—executives who had worked in
vertical retail models previously.
It’s a turnaround that has accelerated a 10-year transition from a retailer that sold mostly national
apparel brands to marketing its own merchandise. “Talbots was still vendor-based well into the
1990s,” Sullivan said. In 2008, the firm for the first time in its history was 100% vertical in product:
designing all its line. “Prior to this they were sending samples to vendors and getting them knocked
off,” Sullivan explained. “That meant they were two years behind the curve for a fashion brand. That
is not where you want to be.”
The turnaround began with a new brand strategy—not a wholesale change but rather a repositioning.
Talbots decided to stay focused on classic women’s apparel but be known for timeless classics.
“We want to own the classics,” Cohen said. “We want to be known as the place to shop for on-trend,
current classics. We want to make customers feel like they are part of this century.”
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“Our goal is to become much more innovative, irresistible, inspiring and fun,” Sullivan said.
“We had been too safe and too serious for too long. Our customer is much younger and more vibrant.
She wants our styles to be appropriate. We are a classic brand—but she wants it to be fun.”
One of the biggest changes at Talbots has been in product design and development. Cohen and
Michael Smaldone, the new chief creative officer, jointly determine the firm’s product content.
When they joined the firm, they began by observing customers and photographing them. They came
up with a checklist of design attributes (e.g., the customer is “current,” not “trendy”). Smaldone sets
the product strategy; Cohen helps validate it with customers. One does not report to the other, as
is the case in most retailers. They both report to Sullivan.
This means that the way Cohen and Smaldone interact is critical to Talbots. “It’s his job to push me,
and I am terrified staying stuck in the mud,” Cohen said. “My motivation always is ‘How do you push the
envelope?’ but also ‘How do you remain true to your customer?’” She said that while they sometimes
disagree, they truly respect each other and work well together. “Michael understands the need to
balance the art and commerce, which is the sign of a truly great designer. We edit the line together.”
Marketing has also undergone a sea change at Talbots. Out are mass marketing TV and print
advertising campaigns. That money has been shifted to direct marketing: the Talbots website and
catalogs, which are mailed to 50 million households. “We want to use the catalog as a main branding
tool,” Chief Marketing Officer Lori Wagner said. “We have a very loyal client base and a ridiculously
small number of people generate a huge percentage of our business. Traditional advertising is not
going to deliver the kind of traffic that we need.”
In addition to overhauling its merchandise and marketing, Talbots has been refashioning its
website. “We are moving to best in breed,” Wagner said. Perhaps an even bigger change is better
orchestrating all three of the company’s sales channels (stores, Web and catalog). The channels
had been treated largely as separate businesses in the past. Buyers for the catalog did not buy for
the stores. Catalogs were not designed to reflect changes in store floor sets. All of that is changing.
Merchandise showcased on the Web and catalogs can now also be purchased in the stores. That
helps customers use one channel to buy and another channel to take delivery. “Our multichannel
customers buy five times more than a single-channel customer,” Sullivan said. “One of our biggest
challenges is getting customers to shop across our multiple channels.”
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Despite the grim fourth quarter of 2008 for nearly all U.S. apparel retailers, there were signs that
Talbots’ Act Vertical strategy was working. While customer traffic had dropped considerably in
October during the nation’s financial meltdown (same-store sales were off 14% in the company’s third
quarter ended Nov. 1), two core vital signs were positive: average dollars per customer transaction
and customer conversion rates had risen. In addition, marketing was bringing many lapsed customers
back to the stores. Further, for the first time since 2004, customer reaction to the company’s new fall
merchandise (as gauged by a study of consumers’ planned purchases) increased 10 percentage points
over the previous fall. In addition, inventories were lean, the result of major improvements in
planning and allocation.
What has reduced inventories, even though sales are off? One major factor was Talbots’ shift of
purchasing responsibilities from merchandising to planning (i.e., purchasing units and sizes).
“It was a huge department for the merchants here,” said Jeannie Barsam, senior vice president
of merchandise planning and allocation. Sales forecasts now come in weekly, not monthly. The
company’s planners for the first time track unit sales and gross margins. Weekly meetings that
convene planning, marketing, stores, merchandising, catalog, Web and the business lines enable
the firm to review sales forecasts and better understand what has been selling well and poorly.
Talbots adjusts its promotion plans and assortments much faster than it did previously.
Despite the gains, big challenges are ahead. Shoppers for nearly all high-end apparel retailers were
hard to find in late 2008. (Third-quarter same-store sales for Talbots rival Ann Taylor’s 966 stores
plummeted 24.8%, and the parent company, AnnTaylor Stores Corp., had a breakeven quarter
before restructuring charges.) Talbots’ divestiture of J. Jill will raise cash and enable management
to concentrate on one retail brand.
Getting others below the Talbots’ top management team to embrace and master the Act Vertical
strategy is Sullivan’s biggest issue. “Our challenge is the education process to the next line of
management,” Sullivan said. “Repetition is the mother of all learning. It’s a huge teaching
assignment. Everyone here believes in the Talbots brand. There is huge brand pride. And our
customer is unbelievably loyal.”
The changes are sizable—but necessary. “We’re doing things in a very different way, and we have
to build belief in the rank-and-file that this will work,” Sullivan said. “Employees have been through
six years of difficult times.” She reminds people that this is a “three-year gig. It can’t happen overnight
in this environment. It’s going to take longer to do. We have a plan. We’re working the plan.”
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When it comes to retailing, computer pioneer Apple Inc. has earned big bragging rights, even if it
has been a bricks-and-mortar merchant for only eight years. The company says it broke Gap’s record
for the fastest time to $1 billion annual sales, reaching that mark in just three years. That was in 2004.
By last September, Apple’s 247 stores were ringing up $1.7 billion in revenue a quarter. Sales per
square foot in 2007 were a stunning $4,032—four times those of Best Buy and even 30% higher than
Tiffany & Co.18
Apple’s overwhelming success in retailing is the result of an Act Vertical strategy in high gear.
(Given that the parent company outsources its manufacturing, Apple truly is an Act Vertical retailer.)
The company transferred to retailing the design capability it used to dominate the online music
business (today it’s bigger than Wal-Mart’s) and make rapid inroads in the mobile phone industry.
In Apple’s most recent fiscal year (ended Sept. 27, 2008), its retailing unit was a $6.3 billion business
(nearly 20% of the company’s $32 billion in total revenue) with a 20% operating margin. Half of
Apple’s 32,000 full-time equivalents work in the retail unit.
The person who has driven Apple’s retail business from its inception is Ron Johnson, a former
Target Stores vice president of merchandising. Johnson played a major role in Target’s ascent and led
the group that launched its vaunted Michael Graves line of fashionably designed products. In 2000,
Johnson and Apple co-founder Steve Jobs scrapped the first Apple store design, which had been laid
out by product category. That was not how consumers wanted to shop, they realized. They designed
the store not around the shopping experience but rather to optimize what Johnson calls the “life
experience,”19 i.e., the total time a customer owns an Apple product.
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It explains why Apple’s first design decision was about where to locate the stores. When Apple began
opening stores in 2001, it had a tiny share of the personal computer market, and so it was important
to have stores where many non-customers could sample its products. That is why Apple has opened
stores in high-traffic and expensive locations such as its underground shop in Midtown Manhattan’s
Fifth Avenue. “We wanted people to see our brand” rather than have to drive or walk a great distance,
Johnson told a 2004 design conference.20 Or as Jobs told Fortune magazine, the real estate strategy
was to “ambush the customer.” Customers using Windows-based PCs “weren’t going to drive to a
destination,” he said. Despite the high rents, the locations made sense because customers “didn’t have
to gamble with 20 minutes of their time. They only had to gamble with 20 footsteps of their time.”21
Apple considers 11 of its stores critical to creating broader brand awareness and generating corporate
sales. They are bigger stores, have higher-traffic locations and have design elements that the others
don’t have. In fact, the company allocates their additional costs—$53 million a year—to corporate
marketing expenses.22
Apple’s unique store design helps customers better use Apple products, not just purchase them.
That’s why Apple’s stores have sections called “solution zones” in which hardware, software and
accessories are grouped together in such areas as music, movies, photos and children. The stores
also have more-traditional product zones. They also feature “Genius Bars” where customers can
belly up to a counter and get free troubleshooting advice from Apple technicians. Appointments can
be scheduled online from Apple’s website. The “Geniuses” are carefully hired (50 on average apply
after Apple posts a job opening) and extensively trained—four weeks at headquarters and four in the
store.23 Store services also include training workshops and special programs for children. Customers
can book appointments with personal shoppers who provide advice on purchases.
The company’s Act Vertical strategy has been an incredible success to date. Compelling products,
innovative store services that help customers use those products and a store location and design
strategy that focuses on converting consumers to the Apple “lifestyle” have been a potent
retailing formula.
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Over the last 20 years, the landscape of discount retailers has been littered with failures. The Caldor
Corp., Bradlees Inc., Zayre Corp., Ames Department Stores Inc., Service Merchandise Company Inc.
and many others have disappeared. Of course, the omnipotence of Wal-Mart Stores Inc. explains
much of the carnage. While others have gone under, Wal-Mart’s growth has been phenomenal, with
annual revenue soaring 18-fold, from $21 billion to $379 billion since 1988. If that alone doesn’t seem
like a monumental feat, try this: In 1987 Kmart Corp. was bigger than Wal-Mart. Today, Kmart’s
revenue is $17 billion, less than it was 20 years ago.
While Wal-Mart has steamrolled discounters around the United States, one it hasn’t flattened is
Target Corp. The $62 billion retailer has thrived by using an Act Vertical strategy to compete on a
different basis: creating more design-oriented products in many categories, offering a less-cluttered
store experience and connecting with customers’ emotions, not just their wallets. In doing so, Target
has nearly tripled its annual revenue in the last 10 years, avoiding getting sucked into the black hole of
price discounting dominated by Wal-Mart. Target’s “cheap chic” approach to private-label products,
which accounts for approximately 32% of total sales,24 has enabled it to thrive over the last decade.
Target’s brand strategy carved out a large segment of design-conscious—and cost-conscious—
consumers looking for something more upscale than the average discount store experience. Design
has been in its DNA since the launch of its discount stores in 1962. However, the company raised
its design sensibilities up a notch in 1984 when Robert Ulrich became president of Target’s stores
division. Ulrich believed Target had to be clearly distinct from Wal-Mart and Kmart. He based that
differentiation on upscale brands that were unique to Target, emphasizing design in fashion and
creating a less-cluttered and more-sophisticated store experience. He brought over fashion watchers
from the department store divisions of Dayton Hudson and launched a trend department in Target.
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(Ulrich became CEO of Dayton Hudson in 1994. By 2000 the entire corporation was rebranded
Target Corp. Ulrich retired in 2008.)
The design kick got another rocket booster in 1996, when Target created an alliance with
world-renown architect and designer Michael Graves. Three years later, Target introduced some
Graves-designed teapots and other kitchen items, as well as clothing designed by Mossimo Giannulli,
a Southern California apparel entrepreneur, and cosmetics by Sonia Kashuk.
Extensive consumer trend research helps Target be more fashionable than the traditional discount
retailer. One underpinning of that capability is a “creative cabinet”—a rotating group of a dozen
people chosen by Chief Marketing Officer Michael Francis. They are his eyes and ears on trends
around the world (e.g., the anime culture in Tokyo) that may later be baked into the company’s
products.25 They also provide feedback on products and initiatives.
Design is so highly regarded at Target that the function reports not to marketing or merchandising
but rather to CEO Gregg Steinhafel. The 300-person product design group is led by Michael Alexin,
vice president of product design and development, who joined the firm in 2002 after stints at
Eddie Bauer Inc., Nike Inc. and Levi Strauss & Co. He and his group work closely with Francis and
his 1,400-person marketing unit. Although product design does not report to marketing, Target’s
corporate structure enables it to maintain one face to customers in and outside the store. Francis
controls marketing, research, community relations and Target’s website.26 He also is in charge
of strategy.
Target believes its design prowess has helped it establish an emotional connection with customers
—the ability to get fashionable products they’d pay far more for elsewhere. Consumers’ bond with
Target’s designs starts at the most basic level: with the Target bull’s-eye logo. The company says
96% of Americans recognize Target’s target—a higher percentage than can identify Nike’s swoosh
or Apple’s apple.
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But the company tugs on other heart strings of its customers, especially their social consciousness.
Target’s old parent company Dayton’s had bylaws going back to 1946 that made sure 5% of pretax
profits—$3 million a week today for Target—were invested in the communities whose residents
shopped its stores. The company says its 5% figure is five times the national corporate average. Target
also trumpets its diversity. Women hold 57% of all professional jobs in the company, 10 percentage
points more than the average U.S. general merchandise retailer.
Target’s long track record clearly shows how an Act Vertical strategy can enable a retailer to thrive
in a segment occupied by the world’s most powerful retailer. To be sure, in the second half of 2008, a
time of slow sales, its design orientation was put to the test. Target tamped down the design part of its
message and played up the price-value. It told analysts it matched prices on products Wal-Mart also
sold in the same markets.27 The company’s challenge now is to convince its loyal customers that more
fashionable products are of higher value and to raise the store experience to an even higher level.
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About 40 years after it was introduced in Southern California, the laid-back, quirky format of Trader
Joe’s Co. stores is now a household name in many parts of the country. The financial performance
of the privately held company—sales per square foot are said to be two to three times the grocery
industry average—has made it the envy of the sector and attracted recent entries such as Tesco
PLC’s Fresh & Easy Neighborhood Markets chain. But what is less well-known is Trader Joe’s
Act Vertical reinvention in the 1960s, one it pursued to avoid going out of business as a convenience
store operator. It provides numerous lessons on how to rejuvenate a retailer threatened by muchlarger competitors that can easily beat it on price and convenience.
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The story begins in 1966, when Southern California convenience store operator Joe Coulombe
realized he needed to dramatically differentiate his chain. Southland Corp. had expanded rapidly
into the area with 7-Elevens, and Coulombe decided he couldn’t take them head on. “The guy with
the most money wins. He gets the best locations. It’s very simple,” he told his business school alumni
magazine in 2006.28 He decided he had to reinvent his stores to keep them alive.
A year later, in 1967, Coulombe had formulated his concept for a small grocery store targeting a very
specific niche: overeducated but underpaid adults (e.g., musicians, writers, teachers and the like).
He was influenced by a Scientific American article describing the emergence of a new generation of
adults who had completed college. He also read about the Boeing 747’s pending introduction, which
would enable his target customers to travel abroad extensively and gain a bigger appetite for exotic
foreign foods. He had seen how his mother-in-law prepared great meals on the modest income of
a Stanford botany professor. So he began converting his Pronto Markets into Trader Joe’s, with the
first one in the Rose Bowl city of Pasadena. The stores’ island vacation theme was one influenced
by a Caribbean vacation.
By 1979, Coulombe sold Trader Joe’s to German supermarket barons Karl and Theo Albrecht, owners
of the Aldi chain. But the Monrovia, Calif.–based company has largely followed Coulombe’s original
formula in brand strategy (targeting highly educated but modest-income Americans), product
offering (mostly private-label products that aren’t easily found at mainstream grocers) and store
experience (upbeat, helpful employees in the atmosphere of a quirky, island grocery store).
Today, Trader Joe’s is run by Dan Bane, who joined the firm in 1998 as president of its western
operations. At an estimated $6.5 billion in annual revenue, Trader Joe’s is much larger than the firm
Coulombe left 20 years ago. (The company reveals few financial details.) But according to one published
report, between 1990 and 2001 alone, the store count grew fivefold and profits, 10-fold.29 From 2003
to 2007, sales more than tripled, from $2 billion to $6.5 billion, according to industry estimates.
Coulombe believed the fundamental tenet of marketing was choosing one’s target customers, not
just being knowledgeable about them. Many Trader Joe’s stores are located in college towns. In
fact, one Trader Joe’s store manager once told a reporter that the store’s favorite customers were
unemployed ex-college professors because they are “well-read, well-traveled, and appreciate a good
value,” the manager said.30
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How does Trader Joe’s deliver on its promise of exciting, exotic grocery items and a distinctive
shopping experience for the budget-conscious consumer? First, by focusing the majority of its
narrow product line on private-label goods—about 70% to 80% of the 2,000 products it carries.
Trader Joe’s keeps prices low on many items by staying away from high-cost real estate (operating
small stores in lower-cost, older strip centers), having a lean headquarters staff (there are no
secretaries) and dealing directly with many suppliers. Stores are one-quarter the size of mainstream
grocery stores.
Trader Joe’s transfers the innovation it brings to food products to the shopping experience.
Shopping in a Trader Joe’s is akin to visiting a locally owned grocery store in a tropical location.
Founder Coulombe wanted customers to feel like they were on vacation. Store employees wear
Hawaiian shirts and refer to each other in nautical terms (store managers are “captains” and
assistant managers are “first mates”). They are knowledgeable about Trader Joe’s products and
regaled for their courteousness. But the stores are also tailored somewhat to their locales. For
example, many feature murals of local scenes.
The company carries the beach vacation theme to its marketing programs. It largely shuns
advertising (other than local radio spots), opting for a direct-mail newsletter, its offbeat and
humorous Fearless Flyer. The publication is replete with details on Trader Joe’s unique products,
often describing how they are produced as well as their appetizing attributes. For example, a recent
issue waxed on about Trader Joe’s Organic Sugar and how it was produced. (“Grown on sustainable
sugar plantations, the sugar cane is cut by hand, then delivered to the mill where the juice is simply
crushed from the cane. The evaporation process produces perfect sugar crystals, golden in color
and rich in natural molasses flavor.”)
In this way, Trader Joe’s marketing showcases the unique attributes of its products. It doesn’t have
to rely alone on its product labels and store employees to sell the difference.
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Coach Inc. started life in 1941 in a Manhattan loft as a family-run maker of wallets and other small
leather goods. The company soon expanded into women’s handbags, luggage and other items, but it
would be 40 years before it opened its first store. But in the last 10 years, the changes at Coach have
been anything but gradual. The company has shifted from being a $0.5 billion manufacturer to a
$3 billion Act Vertical retailing powerhouse, one whose gross margins exceed 70% and whose brand
extends far beyond its iconic handbags.
Coach has the largest share of the premium handbag and accessories market in the U.S—22%, about
twice that of LVMH’s Louis Vuitton.31 (Handbags account for 62% of Coach’s sales and accessories
29%.) Coach has soared on the back of product innovation and extensive research that anticipates
consumer needs and reactions to offerings and experience. It has been rounding out its accessories
and other lifestyle products with alliances with manufacturers such as Jimlar (shoes), Marchon
(eyewear), Movado (watches), and Estee Lauder (fragrance).
Since 1998, when it departed from its strategy of offering classic and conservative handbags and other
leather goods, growth has exploded, with annual revenue increasing sixfold (from $522 million to
$3.2 billion) and profits rising nearly 40-fold (from $21 million to $783 million). Today, Coach derives
80% of its revenue from its own sales channels: the Coach stores and factory stores (about 400 in
North America and around 150 in Japan), and its website and catalogs. Sales through other retailers
account for the other 20%.
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The transformation of Coach has had a number of twists and turns. Coach CEO Lew Frankfort, a
one-time manager in New York Mayor Ed Koch’s administration, has been with the company since
1979, when he was brought in by then-owners Miles and Lillian Cahn to head business development.
Frankfort opened the company’s first store in 1981, at Madison Avenue and 57th Street. By 1985,
Coach had six company-owned stores that largely sold handbags, and revenue had reached
$19 million. Then Frankfort arranged the sale of the company that year to consumer product
maker Sara Lee Corp., and the Cahns retired to upstate New York.
Coach grew steadily under Sara Lee but hit a bump by the mid-1990s. In 1996, when Frankfort
became CEO, trendier offerings from Gucci, Prada and Kate Spade were making Coach’s offerings
look stale. Revenue, which hit $540 million in 1995, began falling. Coach needed a design makeover.
Frankfort told one magazine that “[Prada and Gucci] were changing women’s relationships to their
handbags. I realized that Coach had to be radically transformed to respond.”32
The transformation began with a new design chief. Frankfort hired Reed Krakoff, who had helped
propel Tommy Hilfiger Corp. His mandate was to create compelling handbags at much lower prices
(around $300) than the ones at the high end, which can sell for more than $1,000. Krakoff injected
more style into Coach’s bags, using fabrics as well as leather, and remade the look of the company’s
stores and advertising campaigns.
Coach’s design and product development overhaul has made its financial rebound truly stunning.
Since Sara Lee spun off the company in 2000, yearly sales have soared from $549 million to
$3.2 billion. Annual profits have shot up even more, from $38 million to $783 million.
What’s behind Coach’s success? It’s an Act Vertical story that starts with a clear brand strategy. Coach
sees its market as people who want distinctive, easily recognizable and “accessible luxury” products
that are of high quality and great value. “Accessible” is a key term here: The company recognized the
need of middle- and upper-class women who wanted affordable but luxurious handbags.
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Coach is also a big proponent of meticulous and extensive customer research. It holds about
70,000 extensive customer interviews annually, getting feedback on everything from the features of
a potential new line to the shopping experience (including how they are greeted at the door).33 The
company brings customers into simulated retail environments (including stores that are temporarily
closed). As the firm described it in one SEC document, Coach’s consumer research capabilities help
the firm “assess consumer attitudes and trends and gauge the likelihood of a product’s success in
the marketplace prior to its introduction.”34 Or as Frankfort told one reporter: “We leave nothing
to chance. By the time we release a product, we usually have a good idea how well it will do.”35 Such
research cost the company nearly $5 million last year.
This customer data helps the company balance creativity with commercial appeal, a Coach capability
that Frankfort often refers to as combining “logic and magic.” Speeding up product development has
helped the company bring more magic to market—monthly, in fact, rather than quarterly. Coach’s
research found that customers would visit stores more often if they displayed a greater number
of new products. That led Krakoff’s group to accelerate the cadence of new offerings to monthly.
Customers now visit the stores monthly rather than every four months on average.36
Coach’s marketing helps entice them to the stores. The company spent 1.8% of sales ($57 million)
last year on marketing: direct marketing (website and catalogs), as well as national, regional and local
advertising. Direct marketing has taken on greater importance at Coach. It views its website and
catalogs as key marketing channels for driving store traffic and increasing brand awareness. Over the
last year, the company revamped its website to allow online purchases of orders that could be picked
up at its stores. It also increased email marketing, sending out 67 million emails to select customers
in FY 2008, while mailing 2 million catalogs to select North American households.37
Designing and executing an engaging and consistent brand experience across all channels is
within Krakoff’s purview, and he has been given the responsibilities to make it happen. He runs
product design and development, store design, visual merchandising, advertising and all marketing
communications. (He had been chief marketing officer of Tommy Hilfiger before joining Coach.)
More recently, Krakoff became the photographer for Coach’s global advertising and direct mail
campaigns. (He went back to his school, Parsons, to study photography in 2005.)
By having control of everything the customer sees, Krakoff has helped Coach create a consistently
engaging experience, one that has helped vault the company to the top of the U.S. handbag market.
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Study Background
In March 2008, KSA launched research that used quantitative and qualitative methods to deeply
explore vertical retailing and the characteristics of retailers that were most successful in designing
and bringing their own products to market. On the quantitative side, we conducted an extensive
28-question survey with 101 retailers (all of which were more than $500 million in annual revenue).
On the qualitative side, we conducted in-depth case studies on 10 retailers, eight of which came
through on-site and phone interviews with a range of executives at each retailer. The other two case
studies came from extensive literature searches and discussions with KSA subject-matter experts.
Ac`dSg2S[]U`O^VWQa
The survey part of our research was conducted from July through October 2008. We mailed and
emailed invitations to participate in the survey to about 1,400 retailing executives in North America
across retail segments. Some 101 retailers (all but one from different chains) responded, coming
from a wide variety of sectors: grocery, mass merchandising, department stores, apparel, home
improvement and others. About a third were apparel retailers (including shoe store chains), and
another 20% were mass merchandisers, superstores, grocery and off-price retailers. (See Exhibit 8-1.)
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Study Background
The vast majority (82%) generated most of their revenue from stores. For 9% of the respondents,
the Internet was their primary revenue channel, and for 6% catalogs were the primary channel.
(See Exhibit 8-2.)
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Study Background
We surveyed executives at the highest levels of these retailers. More than one-quarter (26%) were
chief executives or chief operating officers. The other respondents provided a broad mix of executives
in merchandising and product design and development, marketing, planning and assortment, store
operations, sourcing and procurement, finance and logistics. (See Exhibit 8-3.)
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Through an extensive questionnaire, we surveyed these executives about:
,BVS[]abW[^]`bO\bTOQb]`a]dS`bVSZOabgSO`aW\R`WdW\Ua][S`SbOWZS`ab]aSZZ^`]RcQbabVOb
eS`Sc\W_cSb]bVSW`QVOW\a^`WdObSZOPSZO\RSfQZcaWdSRWab`WPcbW]\]T\ObW]\OZP`O\Ra
,BVSTOQb]`a]dS`bVSZOabgSO`abVObeS`S[]abW[^]`bO\bW\R`WdW\Ua][S`SbOWZS`ab]W[^`]dS
bVSQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QS
,BVSO[]c\b]T`SdS\cSbVSgUS\S`ObSRT`][bVSW`]e\^`]RcQba]`T`][SfQZcaWdSRWab`WPcbW]\
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Study Background
,BVSbg^S]TQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSbVSg^`]dWRSRW\bS`[a]TV]e[cQVW\T]`[ObW]\bVSg
^`]dWRSRaV]^^S`aW\bVSW`ab]`SaQObOZ]UaeSPaWbSa]`]bVS`QVO\\SZa´b]ROgO\RPg !
,BVSRSU`SSb]eVWQVbVSgS\UOUSReWbVQcab][S`a]cbaWRSbVSW`aOZSaQVO\\SZa
,BVSW`ZSdSZa]TQ]ZZOP]`ObW]\W\bS`\OZZgO\RSfbS`\OZZgeWbVac^^ZWS`aRWab`WPcb]`aO\R
Qcab][S`a
,9Sg¿\O\QWOZO\R]^S`ObW\U^S`T]`[O\QS[SOac`SaO\RV]e[cQVbVSgVOdSW\Q`SOaSR
]`RSQ`SOaSR]dS`bVSZOabgSO`a''&b] %
,BVSSTTSQbWdS\Saa]TO\c[PS`]Tab`ObSUWSa#"W\OZZT]`W[^`]dW\U^S`T]`[O\QS(
^`]RcQb`SZObSRSf^S`WS\QSZOc\QV]T\Se`SbOWZP`O\Raab]`S`SZObSRbSQV\]Z]Ug
]^S`ObW]\aW[^`]dS[S\bO\R^S`T]`[O\QS[Sb`WQa

1OaSAbcRg@SaSO`QV
On the qualitative side, we conducted case studies on 10 retailers including Aéropostale, PetSmart,
Talbots, and four apparel chains that requested anonymity. These interviews were conducted from
June through September 2008. In seven companies, we interviewed multiple executives by phone or
in person, including CEOs and presidents; heads of merchandising, design and product development;
heads of marketing; heads of supply chain; and IT heads. We also conducted extensive secondary
research to better understand the vertical models of Coach, Target, Trader Joe’s, Walgreens, REI
and several other retailers.
In our case studies, we sought to understand a number of issues. They fell into four categories:
,EVgRWRbVSaSQ][^O\WSaRSQWRSb]Q`SObSbVSW`]e\]TTS`W\UaO\RV]eRWRbVSgRSQWRSeVWQV
]TTS`W\Uab][OYSbVSW`]e\,6]eacQQSaaTcZeS`SbV]aS]TTS`W\UaW\`SdS\cSO\R^`]¿bOPWZWbgO\RW\US\S`ObW\U]bVS`
`SdS\cST]`bVSQVOW\,EVObYW\R]TQcab][S`Sf^S`WS\QSaRWRbVSaS`SbOWZS`aQ`SObSW\bVSW`ab]`SaeSPaWbSaQObOZ]Ua
O\RO\g]bVS`aOZSaQVO\\SZa-:WYSbVSW`^`]RcQb]TTS`W\UaeS`SbVSaSSf^S`WS\QSac\W_cSOa
eSZZO\RWTa]V]e,EVObeS`SbVSYSgSZS[S\bab]Q`SObW\UacQQSaaTcZ]TTS`W\UaO\RSf^S`WS\QSa-

We also conducted two other streams of research: extensive interviews with subject-matter experts
from KSA, as well as secondary research on various aspects of vertical retailing that have been studied
by other organizations.
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Appendix
In this section, we provide additional details on the survey results.
@ObW\Ua]T7[^`]dS[S\b/^^`]OQVSa
In Chapter 2, we discussed the most highly rated improvement techniques from a list of 54, ones that
we said were in the first tier of effectiveness. In the following, we provide the techniques that finished
in the second and third tier of effectiveness. The second tier comprised 28 improvement approaches
that received average ratings of between 3.0 and 3.5. (See Exhibit 9-1.)
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Appendix
Representing the bottom tier of effectiveness, 10 improvement initiatives received less than
moderate effectiveness ratings by our survey respondents. (See Exhibit 9-2.)
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Appendix
1][^O`W\UbVS4W\O\QWOZO\R=^S`ObW\U>S`T]`[O\QS]TAc`dSg:SORS`aO\R:OUUO`Ra
On a wide range of financial and operating measures, the 15% of our retailing sample that said they
were highly or very highly effective at introducing unique products that consumers embraced and
purchased and at providing high-touch store experiences significantly outperformed the 11% of
the respondents that reported no or low effectiveness on providing unique or compelling products
and high-touch store experiences. These metrics included annual revenue, operating margin, gross
margin, same-store stores and inventory turns.
We calculated retailers’ 10-year improvement (or decline) on these measures using an 11-point scale.
Each point on the scale corresponded to a percentage range of increase or decrease (e.g., 0%-20%
increase, 21%-40% increase, etc.). We used a range rather than ask survey respondents for their exact
percentage increase or decrease on each measure, figuring they would be far less likely to give us such
information, some of which they do not release publicly. We then averaged the responses on each
measure, coming up with a score between 1 and 11. (Note: A lower score means a greater percentage
increase and therefore better performance.)
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The Rise of Act Vertical® Retailers

Kurt Salmon Associates is the leading global management
consulting firm specializing in the retail and consumer
products industries. We leverage our unparalleled industry
expertise to help business leaders make strategic, operational
and technology decisions that achieve tangible and
meaningful results.
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